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Clinton visit
Johnson eyes Senate chance
first for county
since Truman

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Voters of Kentucky's First
Senate District need a leader
that has earned the trust of constituents and one that will act
aggressively in representing
their interests in the Kentucky
General Assembly.
Staff Report
That was the message former
Former
Democratic
Appeals Court Judge Rick
President Bill Clinton's visit to
Johnson said he wants voters to
Murray today will be the first
consider when they cast their
ever since Harry Truman passed
ballots in Tuesday's Democratic
through the area in the 1950s.
Primary which will decide
No one can remember
which candidate will represent
whether or not any previous
president ever made a visit, but
the party in the upcoming
Truman did, according to
November General Election.
Calloway Democratic Party
Johnson says he is the best
Chairman Hal Kemp.
choice for voters in his race
"That's what I thought too,
against former U.S. Rep. Carroll
but that was confirmed by
Hubbard and the best choice in a
(Democrat Election Board
potential
race
against
member) Zee Enix. And if anyRepublican Sen. Ken Winters.
body knows,
For now, Johnson says he is
lee knows,"
AP
Kemp
said. Former President Bill Clinton focused on Tuesday's primary
"Harry stumps for his wife Sen. match-up against Hubbard and
is encouraging voters to look at
Truman, after
he went out of Hillary Rodham Clinton's the character and the public
office, visited presidential bid during a service record both men have
us here in campaign stop in Radcliff, produced.
Murray
and Ky., at John Hardin High
Johnson primarily pointed to
Calloway
character and service differSchool on Thursday night.
County."
ences between the two candiClinton,
dates and a Democratic poll that
President Clinton's
Truman
campaigning
indicates he has a better chance
'Solutions for Ametica'
for his wife in
of winning Nov. 4.
Kentucky in advance of
Murray Visit
"The contrast between Mr.
Tuesday's primary election, will
Hubbard and myself is signifiToday 4:30-5:30 p.m.
be at the Murray-Calloway
cant," he said during a gathering
Central Park's Playhouse in the
Playhouse In the Park
of more than 40 supporters and
Park area around 4:30-5:30 p.m. Parking: Murray
Calloway
today (see sidebar for parking
Wealcs
County Parks Director Matt party members at the
information). He was making Martin said all parking areas in Community Center Thursday
other stops around western Murray-Calloway Central Park night. "While I have a record as
Kentucky throughout the day.
will be open for visitors. includ- a court of appeals judge for 15
Last night in Louisville, the ing parking at the Be. Creek years that was known statewide
former president urged rooters to Soccer Complex to the north. and was highly regarded and
ignore political pundits who But the Maple Trail from Be* I respected, he obviously has
claim Barack Obama has Creek to Central Park behind problems from his previous
already sewn up the Democratic the Playhouse pavilion will be off
terms as congressman. If that
nomination.
limits. Martin said people who
Hillary Clinton still can win park at Bee Creek will have to ' trust and respect, that is fundsthe nomination, he told about use the maintenance access
400 supporters who rallied at a road to get to the pavilion.
Louisville high school.
U.S. Secret Service officials
"Your voice still counts," he have asked that no one park on
said. "They've tried to bury her the main road through the
more times than a cat has lives." Central Park. "The Secret
With its late May balloting, Service says that road must
By TOM BERRY
Kentucky is usually not a factor remain clear," Martin said.
Staff Writer
in the presidential primary season. But Bill Clinton contends Public parking will also be
Goodwill Industries of
courtthe state, which he carried in restricted from the old
Kentucky officially broke
house area to the Playhouse
ground Thursday morning on
pavilion to handicapped visitors
construction of a 10,000 square
or local and regional dignitaries.
MI See Page 2A
foot donation center and retail
store in Murray.
a
Vickerstaff,
Becky
spokesman for the Louisvillebased company, was joined by
Paul King, an architect with
Peck Flannery Gream Warren
Inc. of Paducah; Barry
McDonald, an engineer with
Adams Construction of Murray;
and Erie Tremper. of FMT Inc.
Engineenng Group of Findlay,
By ERIC WALKER
Ohio, in turning the first shovel
Editor
of din at the site next to
A local church-wide effort will reach halfway around the world
Baymont Inn & Suites on U.S.
to terminally-ill patients in parts of Africa.
641 North.
Members of Murray's First Baptist Church have purchased and
Vickerstaff said Goodwill is
gathered more than $3,000 of health care supp!ies that will be placed
in five gallon buckets and sent to those in southern African regions looking forward to opening its
who are suffering from AIDS, cancer, malana or other diseases, as 54th Kentucky store in Murray.
"We're excited to be in
well as to their caregivers.
Murray. This is really a part of
The effort is through Baptist Global Response, a Southern Baptist
missionary arm based in Nashville. Tenn., that deals with issues of the state where we are up and
heath crises, hunger, poverty and disasters around the world, such as coming," she said. "We have a
the cyclone-hit areas of Mynamar and earthquake-impacted parts of few stores in western Kentucky
-- Mayfield, Paducah and
China.
This effort, which is being undertaken by churches in Kentucky, Hopkinsville -- so Murray will
be another one in the regional
Mississippi and Tennessee, is aimed at terminally-ill patients and
caregivers in Zambia, Zimbabwe and South Africa. according to center. It's good to bring
Goodwill both as a donation
Wanda Edminster.
Edminster, who serves as volunteer missionary coordinator for center and as a thrift store to this
part of the state."
First Baptist here, said the project began when Jeff Palmer visited
The building is under conthe church in December and explained some of the efforts of the
struction on 4.2 acres of land
group to get assistance.
bordering Bee Creek. The store
Palmer is currently an international mission board missionary.
will provide customers with
The church then began the process of gathering items for the
bucket project, such as sheets, first aid creams, bandages, tooth- low-cost clothing, toys, books.
electronic media, furniture,
household items and other
II See Page 10A

TOM BERFIY/Ledger & Times
First District Senate candidate Rick Johnson, center, greets supporters during a Democratic
rally at the Weaks Community Center Thursday night.
President
David
mental in being effective as a said. "One of the many reasons Senate
leader in church, in business, in I'm running is that the poll the Williams, R-Burkesville, and
education and in government, is party did clearly shows that Sen. act more aggressively in securnot there, then you are not going Winters would beat Mr. ing the needs of First District
Hubbard, 2-to-I. It showed that voters.
to be an effective leader.
"I have heard a lot of folks
"In arriving in Frankfort, Sen. Winters and myself were
both of our reputations will pre- statistically even with a large say that Sen. Winters is a nice
gentleman
and I have no discede us. My reputation will be a number of undecided."
positive one."
Concerning a potential run agreement with that. But oftenJohnson also said he, not against Winters in November. times David Williams hasn't
Hubbard, is the candidate that Johnson commended Winters . Won and David Williams mils
for honorable service the past that state senate," he Said. "I
can defeat Winters.
"As Democrats we need to four years, but believes the dis- think we need Democratic leadnominate the candidate that has trict needs new Democratic
the best chance of winning," he leadership that will stand against

•See Page 2A

Goodwill breaks ground here

Church's bucket
aid effort to help
terminal Africans
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storage buildings on the east euCI
of the property have been pnisided. The facility will provided
a canopied drive-through for
donations on the west side. The
front entrance and a spacious
parking lot will face south
toward Bee Creek.
John Wade. president of
of
Industries
Goodwill
Kentucky's western division
located in Bowling Green, said
the company is happy to be
opening a store in Murray after
spending so long in the planning
stages.
"We've been looking at
Murray for a number of years
and it looks like we're finally
going to be able to be there so
it's very exciting for us," Wade
said. "We are also excited about
what we are hearing from the
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Trines community about our coming
Paul King, an architect with Peck Flannery Gream Warren there and we want to work with
Inc. of Paducah: Becky Vickerstaff, public affairs officer for all the other agencies."
Goodwill Industries of Kentucky; Erie Tramper. FMT Inc.
Vickerstaff said the history of
Engineering Group of Findlay, Ohio; and Barry McDonald, an Goodwill stores across the
engineer with Adams Construction of Murray, turn the official nation indicates they do not
first shovel of dirt Thursday morning for construction of a harm other charitable agencieS,
but actually help other charities
Goodwill donation center and retail store in Murray.
King said the building will be thrive.
donated goods, as well as jobs
"What we have found is that
for, 12 full and part-time about 10,2(X) square feet and
will include a retention pond on when Goodwill comes into a
employees with disabilities.
where there are not
McDonald, who serves as the east side for drainage to pre- community
a lot of other donation-drivel,
supervisor of the construction vent flooding.
"I think we'll have about programs, it actually raises
project, said the store would
8,400 square feet for the sales donations for all of them." she
likely open in January 2009.
said. "So it's not that Goodwill
"We're looking at about an floor and a little under 2,000 is taking anything away from
eight-month construction period square feet for processing," the community, but it is truly
and we're hoping by the end of King said.
building it up not only providing
According to a preliminary
the year or the first part of
a place where people caa
January to have it complete." drawing, allocation of space for donate, but also where people
expansion and possibly two
McDonald said.
can shop."
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II Senate seat ...
of our needs and we'll be able to
deliver sonic of that industry
ership in this state and I think and secure the funding to develwe need a senator that will work op our regional industrial)
with the House, the Democratic park."
Johnson also addressed conleaders in the Senate and Gov.
cerns about the state's health
(Steve) Beshear."
the care, education and roadway
said
Johnson
Commonwealth is facing some infrastructure, as well as drug
significant challenges and a and alcohol abuse, mental
General Assembly that will health issues and disability, but
work together to solve problems without raising taxes.
"Everybody knows we have
while avoiding partisan bickering that is stalling progress is got to grow our tax base," he
needed now more than ever.
said. "I'm not in favor of
"The needs are well known increasing taxes to raise more
and the needs are very funda- revenue to fund those programs.
mental," he said. "There needs I'm in favor of economic develto be creation and expansion of opment that will grow our tax
economic opportunity and new base. If you grow your tax base,
jobs both through existing you grow your taxes and then
industry and recruitment. I have you can meet those needs."
an extensive background in ecoJohnson said Kentucky's
nomic development through my workforce is up to the challenge
II years as a board member and of 21st century competition as
being secretary part of the time long as the education, training
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8. Times in the Graves County. I know and employment opportunities
for a fact that in previous are available.
FIRE SAFETY: Students in Beth Wood's third grade class at Murray Elementary School were visited Thursday by members of
administrations that our coun"We have a tremendous
varexplained
personnel
response
emergency
The
Squad.
Fire-Rescue
County
Calloway
the
and
Department
Fire
the Murray
ties in the First District were workforce. We have a strong
Dawson
Ronnie
Firefighter
above,
Pictured
ious aspects of fire safety to the students and gave them tours of the equipment.
overlooked and industry was work ethic and we have a lot of
explains the different components on the fire truck.
directed away from us and folks in this region that are
we're still not getting our fair underemployed," he said. "We
have people that have lost good
share."
He said he would be the can- jobs at places like Mattel or
didate that would be most effec- Ingersoll-Rand or Continental
Kemp said Clinton's visit is the nation's top coal-producing
percent uncommitted.
tive in working with the new Tire and places like that, and
From Front
Hillary Clinton's track record an honor for the county and all states. Bill Clinton said the
Democratic administration in instead of moving off to North
both his runs for the White gives her a strong advantage in of western Kentucky, but he did- United States needs to take. the Frankfort to do what needs to be Carolina, as in the example of
House, is poised to play a mean- Kentucky. Whites have favored n't expect the visit to have much lead in developing clean-coal done for Calloway County and Ingersoll-Rand, have stayed
technology.
her over Obama by 55 percent to of an affect on voting.
ingful role.
"If we did do it, we would not the entire First District. "To be here because their home is here
-I'm not sure it's going to
Results from a media poll 40 percent, rural voters 51-43,
be doing an environmental able to do that, you have to have and their family is here. They
only
voters,
on
impact
of
lot
a
have
college
without
voters
and
released earlier this week show
Hillary Clinton with a 27 per- degrees 52-44 in exit polls from but it's good for the communi- service to America, we would an effective leader," he said. "I are underemployed. They are
ty," Kemp said. "We're going to create unbelievable numbers of feel like that, with my relation- not using their skills as machincentage-point lead in Kentucky 26 competitive primaries.
Obama is strong among get to showcase our park system jobs creating a technology that ship with Gov. Beshears admin- ists or electricians or other types
over Obaina. A poll of 500 likely Democratic voters showed 58 urban dwellers and rural blacks. where he is coming in. It's good the whole world would be beg- istration, they will know that we of technical skills. We have
are down here and will be aware that."
percent favoring Clinton, 31 giving him a fighting chance for Murray. We're going to get ging for," he said.
Bill Clinton also made a stop
percent favoring Obama and 11 among voters in Louisville, the some exposure on television and
that Thursday in Bardstown, where
know
people
state's largest city, but little hope let
more than 400 people packed
elsewhere, voting trends in other Kentuckians are voters also."
Hillary Clinton has won the into an auditorium at Nelson
states indicate.
"Every vote counts," said endorsement of three of County High School, and ended
— South 641 Water District will Jerry Lundergan, chairman of Kentucky's
Democratic the night in Elizabethtown,
Mush hydrants in Hazel on the Clinton campaign in superdelegates. Obama has been where a crowd of nearly 1,000
Sunday from 7 a.m -3 p.m. Kentucky and former head of endorsed
both crammed John Hardin High.
two,
by
Customers are asked not to the state Democratic party "Not Democratic congressmen repreDennis Baker, 49, of Staff Report
A Murray woman was injured Thursday afternoon when another
wash clothes during that time. only do we need to win senting the state's two largest Elizabethtown, is originally
a stop sign at the intersection of Poor
Kentucky, we need to win cities. Three other superdele- from Arkansas and has support- driver reportedly disregarded
ed the Clintons for years. He Farm and Brinn Road.
gates remain undecided.
Kentucky big."
Sarah Crick,66, of Murray was eastbound on Poor Farm Road at
Bill Clinton touted his wife's compared the long campaign
million
2.8
record
A
Kentuckians are registered to proposals for boosting the econ- fight to watching your favorite 1:59 p.m. when Peggy Mitchell, 70, of Murray ran the stop sign at
NOTICE
vote in the primary election. Of omy, creating jcbs, ending the sports team struggle for victory. Brinn Road and hit Cnck's vehicle on the dnver's side, according
• The Murray-Calloway those,
"I've supported them through to a Kentucky State Police press release.
are war in Iraq, making college
million
1.6
meet
will
Board
Park
County
Democrats. And, despite the more affordable, resolving the the good times and had times,"
Crick's vehicle rotated counter-clockwise and came to rest off
Monday at 7 p.m. in the close presidential primary, the nation's health care crisis and he said. "When things get good, the side of the roadway.
Chamber of Commerce con- number of new registered voters making the country more energy you know you've been on the
Crick was transported via EMS to the Murray-Calloway County
ference room. Agenda items hasn't skyrocketed. In the past independent, in part by convert- team all along."
Hospital where she was treated for minor injuries.
on six months. 16.000 people have ing coal to cleaner burning fuels.
report
a
include
Hillary Clinton's campaign
KSP Trooper Russell Boyd was assisted on the scene by the
Playhouse in the Park.
That is a key issue among announced that she will return to
registered, 13,000 of them as
Murray Police Department, Murray Fire Department and Calloway
III To report a Town Crier Democrats. ,
some voters in Kentucky, one of Kentucky on Saturday.
County EMS. Boyd is continuing the investigation.
item, call 753-1916.
From Front

•Clinton visit ...

Murray woman injured in
intersection accident
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In these troubled
economk times,
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KentudyInBrief
Boy pulled from Lake Barkley,
taken to children's hospital
CADIZ, Ky (AP) — A 6-year-old boy was found floating in Lake
Barkley near Cadiz after he apparently fell from a docked boat
Kentucky wildlife resources Officer Daniel Richardson declined to
identify the victim, but said he was taken to Vanderbilt University
Medical Center in Nashville. Term
His condition was not known Thursday evening
Richardson said emergency medical technicians performed CPR
at the dock and the child's heartbeat was restored at Trigg County
Hospital before he was transferred.
Sgt Bill Snow said the the boys father apparently locked him in
a cabin cruiser at Barkley Marina and walked to the parking lot.
When the man returned about 5 minutes later, he saw the boy in the
water
Richardson has notified the U.S. Army so the boy's mother — an
Army captain — can return from Iraq.

GE confirms plans to exit
appliance business

FAIRFIELD, Conn. (AP) — General Electric says it plans to sell
or spin-off its century-old appliance business. The Fairfield. Conn .
industrial conglomerate said Friday the move is part of an ongoing
plan to exit "slower growth and more volatile businesses."
General Electric Co. says it will start a strategic review that will
result in an outright sale, a strategic partnership or a spin-off to
shareholders. The company says the Louisville, Ky.-based business,
which makes refrigerators, air conditioners and ovens, generates
most of its revenue in the U.S., leaving its results dependent on "the
rise and fall of a single market."

Attorneys: Former soldier may use
insanity defense
soldier charged

with
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A former Army
murder and rape in Iraq may rely on an insanity defense when the
case goes to trial next year.
The attorneys for Steven D. Green said in two motions filed
Thursday that they may raise the issue both at trial and sentencing
if Green is convicted of attacking and killlng air Iraqi teen and her
family.
Green is scheduled to go to tnal on April 27, 2009. Green, 22, of
Midland, Texas, faces a possible death sentence if convicted on 16
charges that include premeditated murder and aggravated sexual
assault.
Prosecutors say Green raped, killed and set afire the body of 14year-old Abeer Oassim al-Janabi and shot and killed her father.
mother and sister in Mahmoudiya, about 20 miles from Baghdad, VI
March 2006 He pleaded not guilty in November 2006
Green was deployed in Iraq with the 101st Airborne Division. The
unit is based at Fort Campbell, an Army post on the Kentucky.
Tennessee border about 185 miles southwest of Louisville.

Teen injured at park speaks in
Washington about ordeal
girl whose feet

LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) —A 14-year-old Louisville
were severed during an amusement park ride last summer said the
accident has changed her life forever and left her fearful. "I won't be
the person I was before. Because now, I'm scared of stuff," Kaitlyn
Lasitter told a Washington D.C. news conference. 1 fear for my life
when I get ;n a car, tear for my life when I get on an elevator. ... In
my mind. I'm not as carefree as a 14-year-old child should be. ... I
got that taken away from me."
Cables on the Superman Tower of Power ride at Six Flags
Kentucky Kingdom snapped on June 21, shearing off Kaitlyn's legs
Doctors reattached Kaitlyn's right foot, but she had to have some of
her left leg amputated and subsequent surgeries.
The girl and her family spoke Wednesday in support of a bill by
U.S. Rep. Edward Markey, D-Mass., that would empower the federal Consumer Product Safety Commission to regulate permanent
rides at amusement parks. The International Association of
Amusement Parks and Attractions opposes the bill

nut board's 1st woman, only
Democrat departing
Skila Harris, the tirst woman and only

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP)-Democrat remaining on the Tennessee Valley Authonty's board of
directors, is ending a nine-year term in which she promoted openness, conservation and environmental efforts at the nation's largest
public utility. But Harris said she's been delighted and surprised by
support for environmental issues from her Republican colleagues on
the board, which was expanded from three full-time directors to nine
part-time directors in 2006
"I think it is because the members of the TVA board are from the
valley," Harris, a Bowling Green, Ky., native. said. "They understand
the contribution that TVA made to the valley and is continuing to
make to the valley."

Lunsford ads counterattack Fischer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
For weeks, Democratic Senate
front-runner Bruce Lunsford
was pummeled by rival Greg
Fischer for his stewardship of a
troubled health care company
and support for a prominent
Republican.
Now Lunsford is fighting
back with a television ad claiming Fischer and his family contnbuted to GOP candidates and
that Fischer presided over a
company that was fined for
unsafe working conditions.
It marks a personal and bitter
conclusion to a competition
between two men with some
personal ties, Lunsford as well
as Fischer's father were highranking state officials years ago
when John Y. Brown Jr. was
governor

Can-

are
the
seeking
Democratic
nomination for
in
Senate
Kentucky's .pri.
next
mary
Tuesday. but
Lunsford and
Fischer have
the most
been
Lunsford
visible.
.Lunsford said Fischer's tactics forced hint to counterattack.
"He has been attacking my
character for weeks and since he
shows no signs of changing
course, we have no choice but to
set the record straight and tell
the truth about some of his
hypocrisies." Lunsford said in a
statement.

Fisehei
countered
Thursday that
Lunsford had
his
"thrown
integrity to the
wind- by run
lung a commercial that
Fischer said
falsely attacks
him and his
Fischer
family
"He hears our footsteps. He's
concerned, so he's willing to lie
about my record." Fischer said.
In his new ad. Lunsford
examines Fischer's business
record.
Fischer's campaign acknowledged the company was fined
$1.125 in 2002 by a federal
agency for a work-related injury

thai

r'

lil led

Ole

sante

Milli*.

over as CUP But
Fischer said safety records haste:.

FISChel loOk

improved at companies he lei,!
and he received testimonials
front employees.
Flame Gras ant,. who was it
training manager for severk
years at another Fischer-ruit
business. and Paul Ofilmanruplant manager at Dant Clayttar;
backed up Inscher's assertion..::
Lunsforirs ad also saya
Fischer or his family coie!
tributed seseral thousand dollaa •
politiciati
Republican
to
an51:
McConnell
including
Fischtst
Bush.
President
responded that he and his will':
have given a total of $850 aiReptibluk.:His in their lifetime with the most recent contribtr;
lion a decade ago.
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Murray man sentenced
on meth, gun charges
PADUCAH, Ky. - A Murray five grams of methamphetamine
man was sentenced in United with the intent to distribute it
States District Court in Paducah Tie methamphetamine was confor drug charges following an tained in several baggies under
April I. 2007 arrest in Calloway the seat of his motor vehicle.
Lax had run a stop sign and
C'ounty.
Anthony Neil Lax, 34, was was stopped by a Callowas
sentenced to five years impris- County deputy. During the trafonment for the possession of fic stop, and utilization of a
five grams or more of metham- trained dog maintained by the
phetamine and the possession of Calloway County Sheriff's
ammunition while a convicted Office, the illegal drugs were
felon, U.S. Attorney David L. discovered. The street value of
is
methamphetamine
Huber of the Western Distnct of the
Kentucky. and Paul Vido, spe- approximately $2,40).
In addition, Lax admitted that
cial agent in charge of the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco. he possessed approximately 500
Firearms and Explosives (ATF), rounds of ammunition that were
Louisville Field Division, joint- also found during the search of
the motor vehicle.
ly announced Thursday.
As a result of prior felony
U.S. District Judge Thomas
B. Russell also sentenced Lax to convictions for manufacturing
four years supervised release methamphetamine and possesfollowing incarceration. There sion of anhydrous ammonia
is no parole in the federal judi- with the intent to manufacture
methamphetamine in Calloway
cial system.
Lax had pled guilty to the Circuit Court in October 2001.
drug-trafficking and firearms Lax was prohibited from poscharges by admitting that about sessing firearms and ammuniApril 1, 2007 in Calloway tion.
County, he possessed more than
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The legacy of the
Carrollton bus crash
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The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

Tragedies often occur without warning. A poor decision, a quirk of timing, a crash, flames, smoke, death:
Suddenly, a tiring but exciting Saturday of amusement
park fun ended on a dark, lonely stretch of interstate
miles from home.
For 27 people — 24 children — the moment of horror was brief. Survivors of that fateful collision that's
come to be known as the Carrollton bus crash still live
with a mix of frightening memories and scars of mind
and body.
• It was 1988, long before our cell phone society
developed, and news of the horrifying reality found its
way slowly to Radcliff. Parents waiting for their children to return from a Church Day outing at Kings
Island in Ohio experienced a growing sense of worry,
dread, fear and panic.
' The shock and remorse spread. Families were
brought to their knees. A church congregation was devastated by its grief. By Sunday morning, all of Radcliff
was encased by the overwhelming cloud of disbelief,
sorrow and sadness.
The tragedy absorbed the days to come. The identification of bodies, a caravan of hearses, hospital visits,
counseling sessions, a community memorial, private
funerals packed the calendar along with social and safety questions about drunken driving, school bus safety
and pursuit of justice.
Twenty years after the pain, the memories still resonate. The memorial to "Our Precious Loss" rests
alongside Logsdon Parkway within sight of schools
which the young victims attended or one day would
have attended.
When young people die, we are left with countless
thoughts of what might have been. On the 20th
anniversary of the 27 deaths, instead consider a few
realities of the bus crash's aftermath.
School buses are safer. The church-owned, secondhand school bus, which became a charred piece of evidence, was analyzed in greatest detail.
It's unlikely that a fire will ever occur in the same
way. Gasoline tanks in today's buses are surrounded by
metal cages and contain less volatile fuel. New buses
include fold-down windows which provide additional
emergencies exits.'Equipment carriers follow teams,
bands and field trips so that luggage and equipment
no longer is allowed to block the aisle. The pulsing
white light has become a fixture atop all buses making
it easier to spot them in the darkest and foggiest setfings.
Drunken driving persists. Years after Larry Mahoney's
vehicle crossed the Interstate 71 median to trigger this
tragedy, poor decisions still are being made and lives
are being lost.
But the situation is not without hope. One mother of
a bus crash victim became national president of Mothers Against Drunk Driving. Countless others have dedicated themselves to the cause of reminding a nation of
the importance of responsible choices. We never may
know the full value of those efforts, because good
choices mean other families and other communities
never will experience the same pain. Because of the
many fatalities, it was declared the worst drunken driving crash in U.S. history. Today, it's possible to rejoice
in the fact that it's never been repeated and pray its
place in history remains.
And we learned that tragedy can be unifying. People
cried together and cared for each other in many personal and private ways.
A community rose to the occasion. Each person
touched by the tragedy holds memories of neighbors
and friends who offered comfort, reassurance and gestures of support. Sharing pain somehow makes it more
possible to bear.
And in the process, we learned about ourselves. Perhaps 20 years have dulled the impulse, but the jarring
reality of a tragedy without warning made us quicker
to express our appreciation and love for family and
friends — even strangers.
That's a lesson that should become our legacy.
— News-Enterprise
Elizabethtown,
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McCain joins global warming cult
In an effon to win over
those "moderates' who
believe that global warming
is about to destroy the planet. Republican presidential
candidate John McCain spoke
Monday at a Portland. Ore..
training
facility for
Vestas
Wind Technology. He
claimed,
"The lads
of global
warming
demand our
urgent
Cal's
attention,
Thoughts especially
By Cal Thomas
in Washing,
Syndicated
'on'
Columnist
There
cenainly is more "hot air"
on this and a lot of other
subjects in Washington, but
that isn't what he meant. The
era of big government is so
not over. as Bill Clinton
claimed it was in 1996. It is
just beginning and increasingly the political contests
seem to be about who will
manage its growth, not who
will reduce its size, cost and
reach.
Despite a recent Wall
Street Journal editorial characterizing his position on
global warming as "Mama
lite." McCain asserted, "We
stand warned by serious and
credible scientists across the
world that time is short and
the dangers are great. The
most relevant question now

is whether our own government is equal to the challenge."
No, the most relevant
question is whether global
warming is true. Cults ignore
evidence and facts contrary
to their blind faith. Science
should never be blind to
opposing views, but the
apostle of global warming.
Al Gore. and his new disciple, John McCain. want us
to believe in a 2008 version
of the Pete Seeger anti-war
lyric: "we were -- knee deep
in (carbon monoxide) and
the big fool said to push
on..
McCain would have done
bettet to push back against
the global warming cult and
conduct a raid on the cultists
similar to what Texas authorities did to the FLDS polygamists. Instead of buying
into the claims of global
warming alarmists who seek
more control over our lives
through big government
intrusion. McCain should
demand a debate on the
issue.
Global warming cult leaders won't debate. Al Gore
has refused every debate
challenge, asserting the facts
are undeniable and that global warming is real. That's
another mark of a cult
leader: he will tolenite no
doubters.
Growing numbers of
atmospheric scientists and
others with related expertise
are emerging from the global

warming cult
and testifying
to their conversions. They
are mostly
ignored by
the media and
by politicians
who have
embraced the
cultists' docMcCain
trines.
Two years ago, the U.S.
Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works
held hearings and produced a
document quoting anti-global
warming scientists. Among
the conclusions was this:
'Earlier this year, a group of
prominent scientists came
forward to question the socalled 'consensus' that the
Earth faces a 'climate emergency.' On April 6. 2006. 60
scientists wrote a letter to
the Canadian prime minister
asserting that the science is
deteriorating from underneath
global warming alarmists:
'Observational evidence does
not support today's computer
climate models, so there is
little reason to trust model
predictions of the future. ...
Significant (scientific)
advances have been made
since the (Kyoto) protocol
was created, many of which
are taking us away from a
concern about increasing
greenhouse gases. If, back in
the mid-1990s, we knew
what we know today about
climate. Kyoto would almost
certainly not exist, because

we would have concluded it
was not necessary."
Among the noted converts
is Claude Allegre, a member
of the French Socialist Party
and a former Minister of
National Education. Allegre
is also a member of the
French and U.S. Academy of
Sciences. He once was a
believer in the "wience"
behind global warming. but
no more. He, Mo, wants a
debate and his ranks are
growing.
If global warming
alarmists are right. they will
only strengthen their position
by having robust debates, not
between politicians who seek
votes, but among scientists
who seek truth. The issue is
too important to allow politicians to decide it fOr us
because it has the potential
to drastically change the way
we live.
Sen. McCain may win a
few votes from some "moderates." who mostly are
uneasy about having convictions about anything that
matters, but if he persists in
embracing the global warming cultists, he risks experiencing a temperature drop
from the conservative base
that could cast him out in
the cold when the weather
and his election prospects
turn chilly in November.

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
Thank God for the voters in 1860
who saw fit to elect Kentucky native
Abraham Lincoln as president! A liberal
in his day. Lincoln undoubtedly did
more than any other American to keep
our country together during its darkest
hour. He also did what our foundtng
fathers should have done in abolishing
slavery. Lincoln consistently ranks as
our greatest president.
In that election, Lincoln finished
miserably in Kentucky, receiving 1.364
votes, less than I percent of all votes
cast! How could 99 percent of Kentucky's voters not recognize such a
leader? More importantly, have our voting skills improved in the past 150
years?
Well, in 2((8) and 2(8)4. we gave
our electoral votes to one who steered
us into a ditch (more of a canyon,
really).
Must we depend on votes elsewhere
to make the best choice? Please have
the courage and open-mindedness to
elect another Illinois senator during the
200th anniversary of Lincoln's birth.
Amencans true to the Constitution will
not consider race. Listen to his message
and you'll hear Lincoln
Sincerely.
Mark Blankenship

Murray
To the Editor.
As an Amencan citizen, I very much
support my community and law
enforcement. I have in the past questioned some things but tend to think
that maybe they know more than I do.
Something happened however that has
me questioning a lot about how our
country is becoming.
My husband has traveled U.S. 641
between Murray and Benton for years
commuting to work and back. (While)
on his way home. he was pulled over
by a Kentucky state trooper.
As 1 am sure many would wonder,
no he was not speeding or doing anything else to cause this.. The officer
walked up to the truck ask him about
his scat belt. When my husband
showed him that it was in place the
officer replied with "you must have put
it on after I passed you then."
OK, so can you tell me how when
the officer is traveling north bound can
see across a medium and a four lane
highway into a vehicle that is traveling
south hound, observe someone without
a scat belt on and all this while watching the road himself?
I have never in my life been so
shocked as to realize that y_ou can be

ticketed just because someone says you
did something. The fact is, his seat belt
was in place. Now he can miss a day's
work and go to court and tell his side
or he cats pay the $25 fine. Well with
today's prices just to live. I an sure
you can guess the only choice that we
as a family have.
Flow have we as a country come to
this? Why is it OK for the police to
ticket without proof' I ain sure we are
not the only family that this has happened to and I ant sure we won't be
the last.
I realize that we have some very
good officers in this area and I have
the respect for them all. It is just sad
when you have one or a few that do
what they please and think that it is
OK. I am just curious if there are others in our area that has come across
this kind of treatment in our area.
Please do not misunderstand. I do
believe in seat belts, child safety seats
and so forth. hut I do not believe in
the Atnerican public being treated like
this. Maybe he made a mistake? Let's
hope he works it out then before others
arc in the same boat.
Thank you,
Crystal Colson
Murray
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Mn. Charlotte Ann Grogan

Mrs. Ruby (Pearl) Henson

Mrs Charlotte Ann 6rogen, 74, US Hwy 641 South, Murray.
died Thursday. May 15. 2008, at 8:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

tuneral tor Mr. Ruby (Pearl) Henson was today (Friday) at
11 a.m, in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton. Rev. Mark
Taweatt officiated. Bunal was in the Bemett Cemetery, Hardin
Expressions of sympathy may he made to
Barnett Cemetery Fund, c/o Jimmy Henson, 1311
Cedar Knob Rd., Benton, KY 42025
Mrs. Henson, 89 Benton. died Wednesday. May
14. 2008, at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
A homemaker, she was a member of Olive
Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Joe
Lawrence Henson; one son, Bobby Henson; her
parents. Anzel Nanney and Emma Nanney, and
H•11800
two brothers, Wilson Nanney and Joe Damon
Nanney.
Survivors include three sons, Jimmy Henson, Danny Henson and
Garry Henson. all of Benton; six grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.

Rev. lack Guerin
Rev. Jack Geurin, 72. Harrodsburg. formerly (if Calloway
County, died Wednesday. May 14, 2(8)8. at Haggin Memorial
Hospital, Harrodsburg.
He was a 1954 graduate of Murray Training School, a 1966 graduate of Campbellsville College. and a 1970 graduate of Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary. He pastored churches for over 50
years in Kentucky, Indiana. Missouri and Tennessee. and was director of missions for Mercer County Association of Kentucky
Baptists.
Bom Nov. 4, 1935, in Calloway County, he was preceded in
death by his father. Rudolph Geurin. eight aunts and several cousins.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Ingold Geurin, to whom
he was married Aug. IS. 1970; two daughters. Jackie Bishop and
husband, Jeremiah. Louisville, and Jeri Stein and husband. Mark,
Union. S.C.; one son, David Geurin and wife. Lon, Mt. Vernon.
Mo.; his mother. Mildred Tucker Geurin, Harrodsburg; seven grandchildren, Drew, ('ooper. Maddie and Emma Geurin. Avery Bishop
and Austin and Haley Stein; one aunt, Mary Belle Brantley, Murray;
several brothers and sisters-in-law, nephews, nieces and cousins.
A funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m. at Harrodsburg Baptist
Church with Wayne Keener and Thurman Harris officiating. A second funeral will be Saturday at 5 p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Murray, with Al Cobb and Harold Greenfield officiating. Burial will
follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the Randsell Funeral Home, Harrodsburg.
from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Friday), and after 4 p.m. Saturday at Elm
Grove Baptist Church, Murray. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home of Murray is in charge of local arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Campbellsville
University Scholarship Fund. New Hope Baptist Building Fund, or
a charity of your choice.

Mn. Margaret R. King
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Mrs. Margaret R. King. 9(), Howell. Mich.. died Wednesday.
May 14, 21818.
Preceding her in death were her husband, William King Jr., on
June 30, 1987. and four brothers and sisters. Born Sept. 10. 1917,
in Mayfield. Ky.. she was the daughter of the late Henry E. and Nora
I. Simmons Rohrer.
Survivors include one daughter. Shirley Ezell and husband.
Thomas. Howell; three grandchildren. Dawn Summers and husband.
Dennis Emperley. Morganton, N.C.. Ryan Summers, Wilmington,
N.C., and Janell Malloy and husband, Justin. Fowlerville, Mich.:
one great-grandchild. Makalia Malloy, Fowlerville; aunts, uncles
and cousins in the Murray/Mayfield. Ky., area.
A private service was held at Lakeview Cemetery in Howell.
MacDonald's Funeral Home. Inc., of Howell. Mich.. was in charge
of arrangements Online condolences may be made at www.macdonaldsfuneralhome.corn

Dr. Mickey Ronald Carpenter
An additional memorial service for Dr. Mickey Ronald Carpenter
will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at First United Methodist Church.
Murray. Rev. Richard Smith will officiate.
Dr. Carpenter, 60. Paris. Tenn.. died Saturday. April 26. 2008, in
a fishing accident. He was serving at the time of his death as district
superintendent of Paris District of the United Methodist Church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Africa University
Dream Farm Project, do James Finger, Memphis Conference
Treasurer'. Office. 24 Corporate Blvd Jackson, TN 38305.

Dennis Clarence Koeppen
A private family service for Dennis Clarence Icoeppen is scheduled. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is an charge of arrangements.
Online condolences may he made at www.imesmiler.com
Mr. Koeppen, 64, Murray. died Wednesday. May
14. 2008, at 10:25 a.m. at his home..
A two time Bronze Star recipient, he served in the
Army in Vietnam. He received his master's degree
from Loyola University. Chicago, Ill., and was of
Chnstian faith.
Preceding him in death were his parents. Clarence Koeppen and
Dorothy Bender Koeppen.
Survivors include two brothers. Russell Koeppen and wife.
Marsha. Murray. and James R. Koeppen, Libertyville. III.; four
nephews, three nieces.

Mrs. Stella M. Hicks
A memorial mass for Mrs. Stella M. Flicks will be held at a later
date in Godfrey. Morgan Memorial Home of Savoy. III., is in charge
of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Murray Foundation
For Excellence, P.O. Box 1417. Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Hicks. 90, formerly of Godfrey. Ill., died Tuesday, May 13,
2008, at Meadowbrook Health Center at Clark-Lindsey Village,
Urbana, Ill.
She was married Jan. 27. 1938. to Earl M. Hicks who died April
26, 2002. Born Aug. 11. 1917, in Caseyville Township, Ill_ she was
the daughter of the late John Eversmann and Mary Schaperkoetter
Eversmann. She was a longtime member of St. Ambrose Catholic
Church, Godfrey.
Survivors include three daughters. Judy Muehleman. Murray.
Ky., Janet Pope and husband, Kip, Champaign, Ill.. and Deborah
Wiegand. Bellevue. Wash.; six grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.

House rejects bill funding
Iraq, Afghanistan wars
WASHINGTON (AP) House Republicans killed
President Bush's Iraq war funding request Thursday in order to
try to save it.
The Iraq funding measure
collapsed in the House as antiand
Democrats
war
Republicans unhappy about
added domestic funding combined to kill $163 billion to support U.S. troops overseas.
Well, for now at least. The
Senate is sure to revive the
money next week. though
Republicans won't get the
speedy vote they're demanding
on a war funding bill clean of
Democratic pnonties.
The unlikely House coalition
formed when Republicans
expected to provide the winning
margin for the Iraq and
Afghanistan funding instead sat
out the vote in protest
The GOP revolt was a
response to Democratic strongarni tactics in advancing the
must-pass measure, as well as
their efforts to add money for
the unemployed and an expansion of GI education benefits.
The defeat of the Iraq funding measure came on a 149-141
tally. Nearly two-thirds of the
House's Democrats voted
against continuing to fund the
war as 132 Republicans sat out
the vote in protest.
Democrats then forced
through a nonbinding plan seeking an exit from Iraq by
December of next year. The
227-196 vote on the measure
broke mostly along party lines.
Republicans
Thirty-two
joined Democrats on a 256-166
vote to sharply boost education
benefits for Iraq-Afghanistan
veterans under the GI Bill despite an accompanying tax
surcharge on the wealthy and
small businesses - and voted
to provide a 13-week extension
of unemployment benefits.
The practical effect of the
GOP protest is likely to be minimal. While it kills the war
funding component of the bill
for now, the Senate is sure to
revive it next week.
The White House weighed in
again Thursday with a promise
to veto the bill over the non-war
spending, the new tax surcharge
and restrictions on Bush's ability to conduct the war in Iraq.
Republicans said the strategy
by Democrats to load the war
funding measure with non-war
provisions like extending unemployment benefits unnecessarily
delays getting funding to troops
in the field.
Senate
some
But
Republicans didn't get the message.
Conservatives Larry Craig.
R-Idaho and Richard Shelby. RAla.. for example, sent out
numerous news releases crow-
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ing about domestic add-ons
such as $450 million to combat
Western wildfires and $75 million to help commercial fishermen in a substantially more
expensive Senate companion
measure that cleared the
Appropriations panel Thursday
afternoon.
In the House, each side
accused the other of using the
must-pass troop funding bill for
political advantage.
-We're playing political
games on the backs of our
troops -- you know it," said
Minority Leader John Boehner.
R-Ohio. "All this bill's going to
do is delay the process for
weeks and weeks and weeks
while we play political games.The GOP revolt came two
days after the party suffered a
devastating loss in a Mississippi
special election that left
Republicans saying big changes
in party message are needed in
ordei to connect with voters.
Thursday's moves were not
orchestrated by. party leaders
and whether they were politically savvy was not at all clear.
"With today's vote. the
Republicans have shown that
they are confused and are in disarray," said House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi. D-Calif. "House
Republicans refused to pay for a
war they support, and by voting
against the GI bill, they refused
to support our veterans when
they come home"

Bin Laden: Palestinian
cause fuels Mideast war
CAIRO. Egypt (AP, -Osama bin Leiden said in a new
audio recording released this
morning that al-Qaida will continue its holy war against Israel
and its allies until it liberates
Palestine.
The terrorist leader's third
statement this year came as
President Bush was wrapping up
his visit to Israel to celebrate the
60th anniversary of the Jewish
state
Bin Laden said the fight for
the Palestinian cause was the
most important factor driving al()aide's war with the West and
fueled 19 Muslims to carry out
the suicide attacks against the
U.S. on September 11.
-To Western nations ... this
speech is to understand the core
reason of the war between our
civilization and your civilizations. I mean the Palestinian

cause.- said bin Laden in the
close to I() minute eudiotape.
-The Palestinian cause is the
major issue for my (Islamic)
nation. It was an important ekment in fueling me from the
beginning and the 19 others with
a great motive to fight for those
subjected to injustice and the
oppressed,- added bin Laden.
Al-Quida has been stepping.
up its attempts to use the IsraeliArab conflict to rally supporters.
Israel has warned of growing alQaida activity in Palestinian territory. though the terror network
is not believed to have taken a
strong role there so far.
The authenticity of the message could not he verified, but it
was posted on a Web site commonly used by al-Qaida and the
voice resembled the one in past
bin Laden audiotapes.
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For

STATE
SENATOR
As a candidate for state senator in
the western Kentucky counties of
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman„ Lyon and Trigg, I ask you,
who will be voting in the May 20th
Democratic party primary election,
to support me.
I'm the candidate who has legislative
experience in the State Senate and
United States Congress, the candidate
who is a military veteran aml the_only
citadidatiLlianninsua pu5tve caMpaigtl,
I promise to be just as accessible,
attentive and conscientious as your
state senator as I was for many years in
elective office.
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Fort Heiman Camp #1834
of SCV to meet Monday

„Temliiciers

The following are reminders of events planned for this week
that were recently published in The Murnn Ledger A Times
Jessica Kay McKnight, (laughter of Gary and Rita McKnight of Benton. and Joshua Randall DUall. son of Randy
and Peggy Dunn of Murray. will be marned Saturday. May
17. 2008. at 4 p.m. at University Church of Christ. Murray
A reception will follow the ceremony. All relatives and friends
are invited
Kristin Nicole Johnson, daughter of Barry and Mary Glall
Johnson of Murray. and Andrew Byron Logar. son of John
7-and Elaine Logar of Euclid. Ohio. will be mamed Saturday.
May 17. 2008. at 5 p.m. at the Murray State University Alumni ('enter. Invitations have been issued.
Misty Chanel Bogard, daughter of Rusty Bogard and Rena'ta Bogar of Murray. and Brooks Russell Long III (Trey), son
of Brooks Russell Long Jr. and Mary Carrot Long of Gilbertsville.
- will be marned Saturday. May 17. 2008. at 6:30 p.m. at Sink,.
:• ing Spnng Baptist Church, Murray. All relatives and friends
are invited.
Yvonne Morrison. daugher of Debra Zemanek of Buchanan.
Tenn.. and Thomas Monison of Wisconsin. and Randy Humphrey.
:son of Paul and Luella Humphrey of New Concord. will be
married in an outdoor Renaissance wedding on Saturday. May
17. 2008. at the Zemanek residence in Buchanan.
;

:• Sarah Clark, daughter of Dennis and Candice Clark of
;:Sedalia, and David Allen Zlka, son of Robert and Gail Zika
: of Nashville. Tenn.. will be married Saturday. May 17. 2008.
• in a ceremony at Nashville.

Rabies Clinics scheduled
7. the week of June 4-6
The Calloway County Veterinary Medical Association will
sponsored its annual rabies clin!;,. ics on Wednesday,Thursday Fri'day. June 4. 5 and 6.
The cost will be only $7
for a cat or a dog.
Stops on Wednesday will
be 9 to II a.m. at Kirksey
United Methodist Church; 2 to
4 p.m. at Lynn Grove Crawk

M-

bridal

ford Shell, and 7 to 8 p.m. at
Health
County
Calloway
Department.
Stops on Thursday will be
9 to 11 a.m. at Hazel community Center; 2 to 4 p.m. at
Almo Fire Station: adn 7 to 8
p.m. at Calloway County Health
Department.
Stops on Friday will be 9
to It a.m. at New Concord
Church of Christ and 2 to 4
p.m. at Take Me Back Cafe
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OPEN HOUSE
Salarday, May 17
& Sesilay, May II
100 p.m.• 3:00 p.m.

iarci
Misty Dog
Trey Long
Lauren Fttal
Adam hAidkiff

Datebook
By

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

SCHOLARSHIP WINNER: Murray High School senior Mary
Burgess. center, was recently presented with a $1,000 "2008
Community Scholarship' from Wal-Mart of Murray. Wal-Mart
supports education in the community through scholarship pro..
grams. Community scholarship winners are chosen from
qualified applicants in the community who are not Wal-Mart
associates or the child of a Wal-Mart associate. Also pictured
are Jennifer Speed, left, MIAS attendance officer, and Jerry
Cooper, right, Wal-Mart store manger, making the presentation:

United States Coast Guard
recognizes Lake Barkley Flotilla
Martin
CADIZ. Ky. —
Phillips, executive director of
the United State Coast Guard
Auxiliary located in St. Louis.
Mo., honored members of Lake
Barkley Flotilla #87 in Cadiz,
with a grass roots grant of
$684.
This grant was provided by
the Boat U.S. Foundation for
the purpose of erecting fourteen permanent safety signs at
the three boat mannas located
in Trigg County. Prizer Point
Manna. Moon River Marina and
Lake Barkley State Park Marina will receive these caution
signs placed at their fuel pumps
on Saturday morning by members of the Coast Guard Auxiliary. under the leadership of
Safety Officer Dickey Reece.
Area Commander Jack Dennis said "I am extremely pleased
in this recognition for his group
of dedicated volunteers, who
devote much of their free time
and energy to this area in order
to provide everyone a safe and
6
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Baby
Registry
Cunningham
Tammy & Rich Wilson
Tnsha & Josh Cole
Lisa & Bruce Conway
Kins & Andy Davenport
Camisha Karam Duffy
Mallon( & Syd Hutson
Kennett, & Chris Jones
Reghan Johson &
Jason Moffit

Emily & KIVIP

Chronicles of Sarnia:
Prince Caspian
P6- 12:50 - 3:50 - 6:50 - 945

•

Forgetting Sarah Marshall
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Baby Mama

•
•
•

•
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•
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Make A Difference Day will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to I
p.m at the Murray State University Stewart Stadium parking
lot. Recycling includes plastics, glass, ink jet cartndges, mixed
paper, newspapers, cardboard, clothes, aluminum cans, eye
glasses, household batteries, oil, and this time, computers. For
information call the Murray Family Youth Service Center at
759-9592 or the Calloway County Family Resource Center at
762-7333.

Free breakfast planned for veterans
Fr. Joseph Saffer Council #6897 and Fr. Mattingly Assembly #2866 of Knights of Columbus will sponsor a free breakfast for veterans and the families of deployed members of the
438th MP Company in conjunction with Armed Forces Day on
Saturday from 8 to 10 a.m. at St. Leo Parish Center, behind
the church at Payne and North 12th Streets. "This is our way
of showing appreciation for those who have served our country in the past and the families that support those serving
now,- said D'Angelo who may be contacted at 293-7(61.

American Legion hosting cookout
Amencan Legion Post #73 of Murray will host a free cookout on Saturday in conjunction with Armed Forces Day for all
veterans, their families, members of the 438th MP Company
and the families of all those deployed on Saturday from 4:30
to 6:30 p.m. at the Amencan Legion Hall. 310 Bee Creek Dr.,
off of North 4th Street. "We want to show our appreciation
to all veterans and give them the opportunity to show their
support for the families of the 438th MP Company,- said
Duane Brown, commander of Post 73.

Community Fish Fry Saturday
Blood River Baptist Church will have a community wife
fish fry on Saturday at 6 p.m at the church, located five miles
from New Concord on Ky. Hwy. 444. Everyone is welcome
to attend

Alpha Department to meet Saturday
Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday at 9:30 a.m. for a potluck brunch at Goshen United
Methodist Church. Hostesses will be Neta Smotherman. Molly
Ross, Lois Pharris and Genie May. The winner of the Alpha
Department/Lois Pharris scholarship will be announced.

Cheerleaders plan promotions
Calloway County High School Cheerleaders will have a car
wash on Saturday at Pizza Hut and will have a rebate week
of May 18-24 at Pizza Hut.

Singles dance on Saturday
Murray Singles Spnng Dance will be Saturday from 7:30
to II p.m. at the Kenlake State Park Pavilion. Each one is
asked to bring a snack to share and soft drinks and coffee
will be provided.

Phebian Class

plans event

Phebian Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will
have a brunch Saturday at 10 a.m. at Dumplin's. Groups in
charge of arrangements will be those of Nettie Bennet! and
Melva Hatcher.
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Calloway County High School Class of 1988 will have its
reunion this summer. Any class member who has not been
contacted by mail is encouraged to e-mail cstubblefield00wk.net
in order to receive an invitation by Monday.

A4AYFE5T
Presented by Music Department
of the Murray Woman's Club

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
Individuals without Group Coverage
independent Contractors
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Conversational Business Spanish Class will be offered in
June at the Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Sarah Loveless at 1-270-339-8772.

Tara Lewis &
David Stutasmon
Tiffany & Chad Warr
Monica & Donee! Spiceland
Jennifer & Nicholas Vaughn

Mc

Spanish Class scheduled

for music schoLaships

Tommy & Kirin Lamb

ev(

Mother to Mother. a support group for breastfeeding moms.
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

CCHS Class of 1988 'plans event

PG13 • 1:15 • 3:30 - 7:20 - 9:25 :.
•

Make A Difference Day Saturday
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Mother to Mother Group to meet

,PG - 110 • 3:55 - 6A5 • 9:30

Megan Pnce
Patn-ck Holyfield

enjoyable cxpenence."
Dennis went on to say that
*Dickey Reece has provided
much enthusiasm and direction
to our community. He and his
wife Nancy, the flotilla's Communications Services Officer.
although still employed full time
in their careers, devote many
weekends throughout the spnng,
summer and fall months to
keeping Lake Barkley safe from
harms way. They do this by
making sure all channel markers and buoys are in their proper locations. If they are missing, they get them replaced
immediately by contacting the
u.S. Coast Guard station in
Paducah. This in turn allows
for the safe passage of all
watercraft, from fishing boats,
houseboats, ocean going cruisers and barge traffic, to safely navigate through our waterways at all times. In addition
they visit with many area boater
owners providing free vessel
check-ups and, boat safety
examinations. I can't thank them
enough for their many contnbutions to these very worthwhile
initiatives."
For more information on how
to become involved in this volunteer . organization, please
contact Jack Dennis at 270522-7619, or e-mail him at
jajodenni @bellsouth.net.

P613. 120 - 3:35 - 7:10 - 9:20

Made of Honor
P613 - 1:45 - 4:00 - 7:25 • 9.35
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Elizabeth rletcher
Michael Teague
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moviesinmurraycom
What Happens In Vegas

PRICE IMPROVEMENT'
Sella,relosating srlIclumnotters

Callie Lowe en
Ross Wimberley

Denisha Einclges
Trevor Webb

—

Saturday, May 17
140 p.m.• 3:00 p.m.
.—.
....1
V.

Mary Grace Choukalas
ESnan West

WOW Lodge 827 plans event

Woodmen of World Lodge 827 will participate in "Join Hands Day- on Saturday at
Spring Creek Health Care. Lodge members will begin at 9:30
a.m. and work with the residents to update the outdoor planters
and with centerpieces. All members are urged to attend.

Rugby

Nancy Robertson 6.
Terry Adams

Jo Burkeen
Community

Fort Heiman Camp #1834 of Sons of
Confederate Veterans will meet Monday
at 7 p.m. in the conference room at east
end of First United Methodist Church,
South 5th and Maple Streets, Murray.
The program will be ••Warriors of Honor"
about the faith of Robert F. Lee and
Stonewall Jackson.
Any person having Confederate ancestors, is invited to attend the meeting. For
more information call Barry Grogan at
436-2602 or Sandy Forrest at 753-9683

Editor

Enn Yates &
Andrew McClure

Megan Jones Fr
Aaron Storey

Murr

759-2245

Solutions wth choices are easy lust call

Robert BIllIngton Jr.
270-753-4751
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CLASS REUNION: Eleven of the 13 remaining class members of Kirksey High School Class
of 1948 and their guests met at Kirksey United Methodist Church fellowship hall on May 10 for
an evening of fun, food and memories and with a meal served by the Methodist Church Relay
for Life Team. Class members present were Bonnell Taylor, Charles Rob Adams, Ted Wilson,
Jean Blankenship, Marian Lockett-Egan. Bob Cain, Clarice Norsworthy, Hatton Cole. DoryS
Norsworthy, Mattie Lou Norsworthy and Billy Gray Turner.
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Morris works now on display at MSU
The scholarly works of Dr.
Edward Craig Moths (193920061. Murray State College
alumnus and 1958 graduate of
Murray Training School, are
now available at Waterfield
Library. The collection was
made possible by generous
donations from the American
Museum of Natural History and
classmates of the Murray Training School.
A native of Calloway County. Morris was a worldrenowned archeologist specializing in Incan civilizations. He
led several expeditions to
Huanuco Pampa in the Peruvian Andes and extended his
research to the Peruvian coastal
center of La Centinela and the
Bolivian highlands.
At the time of his death. Morris was senior vice president.
dean of science and curator of
South American archeology at
the American Museum of Natural History in New York City.
Known for his skill of makMg science more approachable
to the public, he was responsible for the permanent exhibit in the Hall of South American Peoples and an exhibit on
the relationship I-Kilmer:a baseball and American culture. He
was affiliated with the museurn for 31 years.
He was so admired by archeological circles worldwide that
The New York Times carried
a full-page obituary on Morris and The London Independent also ran a tribute.
Morris grew up on a farm

Bird;.12110uncernen/
Benjamin Alexander Nix
Mr. and Mrs. John Warren
Nix of Airport Road, Almo.
are the parents of a son, Benjamin Alexander Nix, born on
Thursday. March 6, 2008, at
3:38 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
The baby weighed 9 pounds
1 ounce and measured 22 inches. The mother is the former
Melanie McClain. A sister is
Hannah Elizabeth, 3 1/2.
Grandparents are Charles
and Agnes McClain, Mildred
McClain and the late Ben and
Jane Nix, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Lola
McClain of Murray and Bess
Allen of Paris, Tenn.
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Dr. Edward C. Morris
off of Ky. Hwy. 94 East just
outside of Murray. His parents. Wybert and Ruby Craig
Morris, were of English and
Scottish decent. Born with a
heart defect, he was not expected to live past adolescence.
His sister. Emily Morris Luther
of Murray. believes his disability motivated him to succeed.
Morris graduated valedictorian from Murray Training
School. Successful in all his
endeavors, as a member of the
4-H Club he was known
statewide as an exhibitor of
champion beef cattle. His classmates remember what an intelligent, kind person he was from
an early age.
Murray Training School
classmate Dr. Martin Tracy led

ATTENTION
SOAPBOX FANS!
May 17th
Construction Clink -8 am to 2 pm
at Downtown Warehouse on
Aoplar & Cherry Street.

June 6th
Trial Run and Final inspection
3 pm to 6 pm
Main Street between 4th & 5th

June 7th
Race Day - (Rain Day June 8th)

the efforts to establish the collection at MSU. "Gentle, unassuming and self effacing. Craig
had a quietness that concealed
a profound intelligence." Tracy
said.
Jerry Shroat. Murray Training School alumnus and 1963
Murray State graduate says.
"As I look back I would have
to say I am not surpnsed that
Craig was successful. However. 1 never would have
guessed he would become a
world known and worldrenowned archaeologist. I am
pleased the training school and
MSU are honoring the memory of Craig. He is a tribute
to the 1958 Murray Training
School class and is perhaps its
most distinguished graduate.After attending Murray State,
Morris transferred to Vanderbilt University where he graduated Magna Cum Laude. He
received his doctorate from the
University of Chicago in 1967.
His professional memberships
include the National Academy
of Sciences and the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences.
The collection at Waterfield
includes: Huanuco Pampa. An
Inca City and Its Hinterland:
Andean Ecology and Civilization: An Interdisciplinary Perspective on Andean Ecological Complementarity: The Inca
Empire and Its Andean OrigMs and Variations in the
Expression of Inca Power.
For more information, contact the MSU Office of Development at 270-809-3738.

HIGHLAND HEIGHTS. Ky.
-- Mitch Ryan of Murray graduated from Northern Kentucky
University Salmon P. Chase
College of Law.
He previously earned a bachelor of science in busines with
an area in finance from Murray State University.
Ryan has accepted a position at the law office of Busald
Funk Zevely in Florence where
Ryan and his wife, Julia, reside.
Ryan is the son of Mike
and Lyn Ryan and the grandson of Johnny and Carolyn
Reagan and Mary Ryan and
the late William Ryan, all of
Murray.
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she began to grow into a person who is now a grateful wife
and an ordained minister of
the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
She serves at
Fifth Street
Baptist Church in Louisville
as one of its associate ministers.
"It's what you choose to do
with the experiences you've
had in life that matters," Mrs.
Adams said.
The New Beginnings Support Group meeting was catered
by LIFE. Missions of Westside Baptist Church. This group

also provided the children's
activities for the evening.
The next meeting of New
Beginnings Jail/Prison Support
Group will be tSaturday. May
17, with Carla Owens continuing her informative talks
on Domestic Violence. Anyone intrrested in attending may
call 753-0156. The meeting
will be at Westside Baptist
Church at 6:30 p.m. The potluck meals will resume. The
public is invited to attend bring a covered dish and your
Bible.

BERRY PATCH
DAY CAMP
Final Registration Date May 19th, 2008

June 2nd - July 18th
7:30 a.m. -5 p.m.
North Elementary• Ages 5-12
24 Years Expenence In Camping Field
No Joining Of Any Organization
Attend As Many Weeks As You Wantl
Ito 8'aro

50 maximum campers

125.
includes
swimming
& trips
Owners - Mark(Dozer)& Colleen (Banker)Anderson

270-753-CAMP(2267)

Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools and Murray City Schools for the week of May
19-22 have been released by Pat Lane and Bridget Jaszenko,
food service directors respectively.
Schools will not be in session because of the Primary
Election. Menus, subject to occasional changes. based on
availability of food, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY

762-7332 mat Nee topottant on

Registration Packets Available

759-9474

Ryan
receives
law degree

Subscribe by calling 753-1916

Main Street between 4th & 5th

for more information

BY LINDA WRIGHT
Every 9 seconds someone
is abused in the United States.
Often in these domestic relationships, the partner is afraid
to leave the abusive situation
because of threats put on their
life. But Carla Owens, Merryman House Outreach Advocate for Calloway & Marshall
Counties. told how these people are getting help, and how
facilities such as theirs are
there to stand up and protect
people in these situations.
Not only did New Beginnings Support Group hear Carla
as she spoke to the subject of
domestic violence, they also
heard Rev. Nicole Adams tell
of her first marriage which
was filled with abuse, alcohol
and drugs which made her life
miserable.
As Nicole got out of this
situation and found the Man.
Jesus, she found that there was
real love to be found. She said
that after the Lord allowed her
to later marry a man who loved
her, as the Bible teaches us
to love one another, she has
found a life that makes her
want to help others.
As Nicole entered her first
marriage she had no idea that
it would lead her life into a
downward spiral, even end in
incarceration, where she began
to find a relationship with God
that gave her the spiritual and
emotional strength to find that
she actually had self worth.
Ladies
of
Westside
Jail/Prison Ministry ministered
to her regularly during her stay
over ten years ago in our own
county jail. It was there that

OFFICE OF IN 4110NAI DRIC COM-RIO POLKA

Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday - muffin. milk. Tuesday apple sauce. milk. Wednesday - cereal,
graham crackers, milk Thursday - poptad, milk
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice evadable daily) Monday - graham crackers, peanut butter, Tuesday - yogurt, muffin. Wednesday - muffin, peaches. Thursday - cereal, muffin. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad.
fruits and milk served daily) Monday - tuna salad sandwich.
later tots. orange: Tuesday - ham ad cheese sandwich, carchicken nuggets
rot sticks w/drp, applesauce, Wednesday
w/biscuit, creamed potatoes, peaches; Thursday - pepperoni
pizza, whole kernel corn, peaches
Eliainentaries - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt,
fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit, Tuesday - no school; Wednesday - biscuit w/sausage
gravy; Thursday - breakfast pizza. Lunch (assorted vegetables, fruit, chef salads milk served daily) Monday - manager's choice: Tuesday - no school. Wednesday - chicken
nuggets w/roll, pimento cheese sandwich, yogurt and animal
crackers; Thursday - hot dog, ham and cheese sandwich,
peanut butter and pally sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast druits, fruit juice. toast cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit. Tuesday - no school;
Wednesday - scrambled eggs, bacon and toast. Thursday breakfast pizza. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad. fruits
and milk served daily) Monday - oven fried chicken w/roll,
turkey club sandwich. pimento cheese sandwich; Tuesday no school, Wednesday - pizzaghetti w/garlic toast Chuckwagon sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich. Thursday - hot
dog. MO ribette sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich.
High • Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast. Poptart,
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - bacon and egg
biscuit Tuesday no school. Wednesday - manager's choice:
Thursday - manager's choice. Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits.
vegetables, deli sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served daily)
- Monday manager's choice. Tuesday - no school: Wednesday - manager's choice, Thursday - pizza, fish sandwich.
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (cereal, toast, mice and milk served
daily) Monday - breakfast pizza; Tuesday - no school; Wednesday - French toast sticks: Thursday - closing day breakfast
and clean up, no school for students. Lunch (canned Or fresh
vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and low tat milk served daily)
- Monday - BBC) chicken on bun, cheeseburger on bun, Tuesday - no school, Wednesday - sack lunch, hot dog on bun.
Middle - Breakfast (toast. cereal and milk served daily)
no school, Wednesday
Monday - breakfast pizza. Tuesday
- French toast sticks; Thursday - closing day breakfast and
clean up, no school for students. Lunch (assorted vegetables.
chef salad, fruits and milk served daily) Monday - chicken
laid. cheeseburger on bun, Tuesday - no school: Wednesday
- submarine sandwich, pimento cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal. Juice and milk served daily)
Monday - breakfast bagel: Tuesday - no school Wednesday
- toaster pastry, Thursday - closing day breakfast and clean
up no school for students. Lunch (hamburger, cheeseburger,
pizza, cooked and fresh vegetables, canned and fresh fruit
and low fat milk served daily) Monday - Crispito w/cheese,
deli turkey sandwich; Tuesday - no school: Wednesday - tray
lunch - ham and cheese sandwich, pimento cheese sandwich,
peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
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ENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat. 9 00•m
Sat. 1015 ism

Vosrosip
Sabbath School

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 50 a in
Morning Worahip
6-00 p ni
Evening Worship

111111111C1111
ST. MARES ANGLICAN CHURCH
Betisso 6542025
ills 51.156eld
/7is 517 /110.12
1000am
Servicv
11.,or 252-3369
Peso this

APOSTOLIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
1000 P
Sunday
6 45 p m
TUradas
645 p.in
Thursday

MOUNT BORES FREEWILL BAPTIST
9 30• ni
Sunday School
11 00•in
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
11 00 a ni
Morning Worship
6.9) p ni
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
10(6) a in
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
1000 am.
Sunday School
II am & 6pni.
Worahip

ASSENEILIII SF MI
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Womhip 10.30 am
Sunday Evening Winship 800 p in
71)0 pm
Wrdnahdav 1111,14. Study

OAR GROVE
10 a.m.
Sunday School
II •m & 7 p.m.
Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
1000 am,
Sunday School
11 -00• m.
Preaching
5 30 p.m.
Prayer Service
6.00 p.m.
Church

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
1100am
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
Womb,p

11 a m

POPLAR SPRING
10802
Sunday School
Worship 8-45 *in & 11 am &tip m.
SALEM BAPTIST
9.30 a in
Sunday School
1090 a in & 6 p.m.
Worship
7-00 p m
Wed Night Bible Study

10 a.m.
6p.m

COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Services
BOO p.m
Evening Serviceo
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Service
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11,00 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m
Sunday Night

SCOTTS GROVE
9 45• m
Sunday School
10-458 0
Worship Service
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p m
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat. 6 p.m.-I0 p rn
Awakening

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
9700 a.m
Sunday School
10.00 a m & 6.00 p.m.
Worship
500 p.m.
Discipleship Training

SINKING SPRING
10 nm
Sunday School
Ila.m.& 6 pm
Worship
7pm
Wednesday

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
1000.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Afternoon Worship
Wed Bible Study & Youth 700 p.m.

SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a in , 6 30 p.m
Worship
7pm
Wedneaday
SPRING CREEK
9-00 •.m
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship Services
6 p.m
Discipleahip Training

FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6'00 p m.
Evening Worship
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
10:00 CM.
Sunday School
1100am. & 600 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
FIRST BAPTIST
945o in
Sunday School
Worship 9.30 & 10-55 a ni & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
1000.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
6'45 p.m.
Evening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
930 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9:30 cm
Sunday School
10.46 a m k 6 p.m.
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.rn
Sunday School
II am &6 p.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m

WatinaacIay

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Saturday Celebration Service 7 p m
Wednewlay Spiritual Training 7 pm
Wed Prin.. Worship & Altar it p m

LONE 4/AK PRIMITIVE
2 00 p
1.1 Sunday
200 p in
3rd Sunday

ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
II a.m. & 6 p.m
7 p.m
Wedneaday
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 in in
Sunday School
11am &Rpm
'Worship
7 p ni
Wattnestla,

St HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
4-00 p.m
Saturday Maas
1030 a in.
Sunday Mass

HAZEL BAPTIST
9.30 •.in.
Sunday School
10 30 a m. & 6,30 p.m.
Worship
530 p.m.
('bomb Training
7:00 p.m.
Wedneaday Worship

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
6-00 p.m
Saturday Mam
8 a.m & 11 am
Sunday Masa.

HILLTOP BAPTIST
1000•m
Sunday School
Worrihip Sem, 11-00 a m & 6 p.m.
700 p m
Wednearlay
KJRKSEY BAPTIST
11,00 a.m.
Morning Worship
5:30-7:30 p.m.
Awana
545 p.m.
Training Union
630 p.m.
Evening Worship

AURORA CHRISTIAN
11 am & 6 pm
Worship
10 a m
Bible Study Sunday
7 p in
Bible Study Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
900 a m
Sunday School
10 15 am
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
930 a.m
Bible School
10300 in
Worship
6.00 p rn
Evening Service

LEDBETIVR MISSIONARY BAPTIST
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6:00 pm.
Preaching
7.00 p.m.
Wednesday Night

=WM NEM SINEW
10 30 a rn
Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed 12.3 p in
7 30 p in
2nd Wednesday

UGITTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
10-00 cm.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
700 p in
Wecineaday Worahip

OP CHRIST
ALMO CHUItt'H OF CHRIST
9.00•m
Bible School
9 50 a m
Morning Worship
619) pci
Evening Worship

LOCUST GROVE
1900 a.m.
Sunday School
I I a.m. & 6 p.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

naa.

GOSPEL sinannum
SIULOH
7 00 p m
Thursday Night
10 00• rn
Sunday Morning
7 00 p m
Sunday Evening

Most of us have a particular talent
for something. Some of us are creative, while some are good with
people, and others may have a talent for mechanical things.
Whatever our talents may be - most
of us do have more than one - it is
important for each of us to develop
them to their fullest. One of the saddest of missed opportunities is not
fully developing our talents
because we may miss out on a more fulfilled life. The
American poet and abolitionist John Greenleaf
Whittier wrote,"For of all sad words of tongue or pen,
the saddest are these: 'It might have been!"' Although
our talents may be modest, rest assured that we are all
good at something, even if we are not sure exactly
where our talents lie. Psychologists have developed
aptitude tests to an exact science, and it is easy enough
to find out what we are good at if we don't already
know. We should all do some thinking about what we
are good at, or perhaps take a test, then develop a plan
for putting our talents to good use.
Every one to whom much is given,
of him will much be required.

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
930• in
Worship
1110)• rn
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9 30•m
Bible School
11 30 a m & 7pm
Worship
7 p rn
Weal Bible Study
7 p in
Friday Worship

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 a in
Sunday School
10 45• ro
Morning Worship

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH

TEMPLE LULL UNITED
900 a in
Sunday School
10310 a in
Preaching

I I fool,, *tat

Sunday School
Worship
Evening Service

lanai/rove

10-00•m
10,15 a.m
710 pm

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10 30 a in & 6 p in
7 p ni
Wednesday Family Training
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:30 a m
Sundays
7:00 p.m
Wedneadays
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST'
10 00 a m
Morning Worohip
10- 15 a.m
Sunday School
WOO a m
Worship
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
1100am
Sono ay Morning
6:30 p.m
Wednesday Evening

InSUlt WITNESSES
JEHOVAH S WITNESS
9-30 a in
Public Talk
10:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study

INMAN UEI. LUTHERAN
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
1030 a.m.
Worship

METISSIST
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9,30 a m
Sunday School
10 16 a.in
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
7:00 p in
Wed. Bible Study
DEXTER
9:30 atn
Sunday School
6:00 pm
1030 a in
Worship
7:00 p.m
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
10 a in
Bible Study
II a.m.&I3pm
Wnrohip
7 pin
Wedneaday Worship
GREEN PLAIN
10-00 a.m
Bible Study
1045 a in
Morning Service
600 p.m
Evening Worship
700 p in
Wednesday Worahip
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
SOO a in
Bible Study
9.50 a in
Morning Worship
6110 p oi
Evening Worship
7'00 um.
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9-00 a.m.
Sunday Bible Clima
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7,00 uni.
Wednesday Night
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10.00•in
Sunday School
1050• m
Morning Worship
7 00 p in
Evening Worship
!Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10.00
Sunday School
11,00 a.rn
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship

SECOND STREET
10:15 am
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5 am,9 arn &Opm
Worship
10,15 a.m.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
UNION GROVE
10:50 •.m.
Morning Worship
900 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
900 awl
Bible Clairseo
10 00 a m & 6-00 p m
Wm-whip
WEST MURRAY
1050 a.m
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Winship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
400 a.in
Morning
6.00 p m
Evening
7:00 p m.
Wednesday

cur.If JINN NNW
EP PATIO MY SMITS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
1000 a.m
Sunday Priesthood
11:10 ism
Sunday School
12.10 p in
Sacrament Meeting
VISCONNII
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10:30 a.m
Worship
900 nin
Sunday School
12:00 p.m
Tueada5

NEW CONCORD
9 50 a rn & 6 p m
Worship
9 a in
Bible Claimer
7pm
Wednesday

ulespzioarr
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1030 a.m.
Worship Sunday
Childeen'o Sunday School 1100 a.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE
900 a in
Bible Study
10,00 am. & 6,00 p m
Worship
TOO p.m
Wed Bible Study

FREEDOM HOUSE
10:00 •.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship

PLEASANT VALLEY
10:46 a.m
Morning Worship
6.00 pm
Evening Worship

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
1000 ern
Worship
Wednesday Honie Groups 600 p.m

PALESTINE UNITED
10-00• in
Sunday School
1100am
Worship

UNITY OF F UTH FELLOWSHIP
p in
Sunday
7 p ou
Wednesday

LOTNENIU1

R.S.V. Luke 12:48

930•in
11 a.m

SUGAR CREEK
10 a.ni
Sunday School
II a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m
Wedneaday
WEST FORK
•.m
11:00
Morning Worship
7700 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
p.m.
6700
Sunday Evening
WESTIIIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 a.rn
Sunday School
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

HARDIN BAPTIST
809 916 & 10:30 a.m.
Womhip
Sun Schools SOO, 9-15 & 1930 a.m.
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

Don't Let Your
Talents Rust

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10)9)0in
Sunday School
11 11(10
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 6 30 p ni

BETHEL UNITED
9-300 in
Morning Worohip
10.30 a in
Sunday School
00 p rn
6
2nd & 4th Sun Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
1100am.
Morning Worship
SOO p.m.
lot & 3rd Sun. Night
COLDWATER
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11,00 cm.
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
850 nni
Worship Service
9 50 a ni
Sunday School
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
9-00 a ni.
Contemporary Service
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
1100 a.m
Regular Worship
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
8 15 Ilam
Worship
9.50 a.m
Sunday School
GOOD SHEPHERD UNTIED
10 00 a.m
Sunday School
1100am
Worship Service
GOSHEN METHODIST
9:00 cm
Sunday School
1000 a m
Morning Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
1100am
Sunday School
945 a.m
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
1000 a.m
Sunday School
1)00 a.m.
Morning Worship
KIRKHEY UNITED
10,00 •.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
930 a.m
Morning Worship
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
900 a in
Worship Service
10.10 a in
Sunday School

EAMES CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10(51 a.m
Sunday tkh:stil
11 00 a in
Morning Service

NA11111113111
MURRAY CHURCH
945 a in
Sunday School
1946 am.
Morning Worship
ROO pm.
Evening Worahip
030 pm
Wednesday Worship

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11.00 a.m. & 6,00 p.m
Church
7,00 p.m
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10,00 •.m.
Sunday School
11700 a.m.
Worship Service
5,00 p.m.
Sunday Night
700 p.m.
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
10700
Sunday School
00 a.m.& 630p m
Worship
Wed Evening Is Youth Service 716) p.m
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
1000 am
Sunday School
Ilam & 6 pm
Worohip
MURRAY FIRST UPC
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100am
Worship
700 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m & 7 pm.
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6.00 p.m.
Sat urday Evening
111300.m & 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School & Woralup
6 p.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
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Parker Ford
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Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

Honor your father & your mother,
so that you may live long in the
land the Lord your God is giving
you.
Exo. 20:12
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I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
- Phil. 4:13

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10'00 a m
Sunday School
I1.013-7:30 p m
Worship Service

a
Office Technology Specialists
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FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks 14 Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
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Cain's1
4
CHRYSLER•DODGE^JEEP

1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 7534448
www cains.not

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
-Romans 10:8

1 have fought the good fight, 1
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
-- 2 Timothy 4:7
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LIBERTY L'UMBERLAND
10-00 a m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10.00 •.m.
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.
Worship
OAR GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
1900 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worship Service
UNITY CUMBERLAND
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
1100 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
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CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944
Our Family Is Here TO
Help Yours.
170,M

Main • Murray • 270-753.1%2
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FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
930 a rn
Sunday School
10 45 a in
Worship

Thornton-Tile and Marble
612 :•-• 91
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TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
10,50 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p in
Wednesday Worship
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NEW CONCORD
100 in
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun Spin & Wed 7 p.m

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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Professional Care with a Personal Touch
268 S. 6th Si.• Murray, KY •(270) 750-0500

And ifI go and prepare a place for
you, 1 will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
- John 14:3
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ChurchBulletins
Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Goshen Methodist: Rev.
Mark Earhean, pastor, will
speak about "Everybody Is
Somebody" with scripture from
lames 2:/-7 at the 9 a.m. worship service with Tom Villaflor
as the pastor's assistant. Serving as acolytes will be Elizabeth and Nicholas Brunn. The
choir will sing "God of he
Sparrow, God of the Whale"
with April Arnold as director
and Pat Brunn, Renee Doyle.
Carla Halkias and Bonnie Smith
as accompanists. Sunday School
with Tint Chaney as superintendent will be at 10:15 a.m.
The Sunday night Bible Study
and the Goshen-Kirksey youth
will be at Kirksey United
Methodist Church at 6 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist: Bro.
James Simmons, interim pastor, will speak at the 10 a.m.
service. Special recognition of
graduating members will be
made. He will also speak at
the 6 p.m. service. Aaron Tribou is minister of music and
youth and Bobbie Burkeen is
pianist. Sunday School will
begin at 9 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister, will
speak about "Understanding
Guilt" with scripture from
Psalm 51:1-5 at the 9 a.m.
worship service and about
"Handling Guilt" with scripture from 2 Corinthians 5:1721 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Leading the song service
will be Todd Walker, associate minister. Also assisting will
be Garry Evans, involvement
minister, Nick Hutchens, youth
minister. Ron McNutt, Connie
Webb, Donnie Winchester. R.B.
Barton, Jimmy Allbritten, Joe
Thornton, Logan Wallace, Josh

Smith, Corey Underhil and Ray
Bazzell. A s1iort worship service will be at 5 a.m. and Bible
classes at 10:15 a.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall. minister, will speak about "The
Majesty of God" with scripture from Psalm 8 at the II
a.m. worship service. Camme
Cain will be song leader with
Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Haruin Baptist: Bro. Ricky
Cunningham, pastor, will continue his sermon, "Our Journey Through the Book of
Romans (Romans 2)" at the 8,
9:15 and 10:30 a.m. worship
services. Sunday School is conducted during each of the morning services. A special graduation service Will be at 6 p.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Bolen, senior minister, will
speak about 'The Flip of the
Tagger: Toss of the Bouquet"
with scripture from Matthew
28:16-20 at the 10:15 a.m.
worship service. The chancel
choir will sing "A Lord-Built
House." Assisting will be Steve
Parker, worship leader; Helen
Campbell and Eddie Phelps. elders; Billie Burton, Melanie
Dawson, Carmen Garland,
David Robinson. Chuck Jones,
Mitzi Parker and David Robinson, diaconate.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m, and the 6
p.m. worship services. Henry
Nance is minister of music.
Lincoln Rowe will be leading
the music with Oneida White,
Sherry Forme: and Kathy Garrison as accompanists. Dottie
Benoit and Oneida White will
sing at the morning hour and
Bro. Cunningham at the evening
hour. Eddie Morris will give

M

the children's sermon. Micah meet May 19 at 6:30 p.m. a ice. Assisting will be James Fos- Worship at 4 p.m.
Sugg is youth director. Assist- Mason's Chapel church.
ter and Danny Cunningham,
First United Methodist:
ing will be (7harles Long, deaPoplar Spring Baptist deacons of the week. Sunday Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
con of the week, and Walter Church: Bro. Dennis Norvell, School will be at 9:30 a.m. T- speak about "The Real WinBell, B.J. Koenecke, Monte pastor, will speak about "The Manley is minister to youth ners" with scripture from Mark
Stalls and Ashley Hepppe, ush- Decision Is Yours'' with scrip- and Shelly Harris is minister 10:35-45 at the Early Light
ers. The 2(X)8 high school grad- ture from Matthew 7:13-29 at to preschool and children.
service at 5.45 a.m. and at the
uates will be honored at the the 8:45 and II a.m, worMemorial Baptist: Bro. traditional worship service at
morning service and a meal ship services. Nathan Herron, Martin Severns. pastor, will II a.m. Dr. Pam Wurgler is
will be served following the one of 20 mail finalists on speak at the 8:30 and 10:50 music director and pianist and
morning service. Sunday School "American Idol" and one of a.m. and 6 p.m. worship serv- Joan Bowker is organist. The
will be at 9:30 a.m.
eight finalists on the new tel- ices. Jeff Prater is minister of chancel choir will sing "How
Mason's Chapel United evision senes,"Can You Duet," music with Misty Williams and Will They Know- at the secMethodist: Bro. Michael Blake, will be in concert at the 6 Kathy Thweatt as accompa- ond service. Kristen Shepard
director of Reelfoot Rural Min- p.m. worship service. A fel- nists. Michelle Paschall will will give the children's mesistries, will speak at the II lowship meal will follow the sing at the second service. sage at both services. Acolytes
a.m, worship service, accord- evening program. Dee and Assisting will he Danny will be Bailey Kennedy and
ing to Rev. Alan Trull, pastor. Kathy Lipford will lead the wor- McGrew, deacon of the week, Meredith Purdom with Sherry
The choir will sing "Soon & ship service with Hazel Bran- and Ron James, Sunday school Purdom as acolyte parent. Also
Very Soon" with Karen Coles don, Susan Reynolds, Dee Lip- director. High school graduates assisting at the services will
and Sharon Myatt, accompa- ford and Carol Kelly as accom- to be honored include Caitlin be Jennifer Van Waes, Holly
Young, Bloodworth and Gary Vacca.
nists. Frank Coles will be wor- panists. Sunday School for all Severns, Shannon
ship leader arid Jinimy Myatt ages will be at 10 a.m.
DeAnna Rideout, MacKensie
Good Shepherd United
will be lay leader with Larry
University
Church
of Graves, Josh Hill, Tatum Dale, Methodist: Byron Douglass.
Chrisman and Johnny Under- Christ: Richard Youngblood, Nichole Hammonds, Levi Scar- guest, will speak about "Deciwood as ushers. Graduating sen- minister, will speak about borough. Jacob Wade and Chris sions" with scripture from Geniors. Haley Miller and Adam "When Young and Old Come Conner. Sunday School will be esis 4:8-15. Matthew 15:2128, Luke 18:18-24 and Luke
Wilson, will be honored with Together" with scripture from at 9:40 a.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr. 23:39-43 at the 11 a.m, woran appreciation meal follow- Zechariah 8:3-5 at the 10
ing the worship service. Sun- a.m, worship service. An All Ann Marie Montgomery, co- ship service, according to Rev.
day School will be at 10 a.m. Church Family Evening with pastor, will speak about Gene Burkeen, pastor. Judy
Jeanine Cauthen will conduct worship, fellowship and activ- "Exploring Our Call: Will We Lamb will be the pianist with
a Beth Moore Bible Study each ities will be at 5 p.m. Assist- Respond When God Calls?" Denise Schuttler as choir direcWednesday at 7 p.m. and the ing will be Danny Claiborne, with scripture from Mark 1:16- tor and leader of the music.
Hazel Baptist: Bro. Brent
youth service on Wednesday worship leader, Roy Hawkins, 18 at the 10:45 a.m. worship
will begin at 6:30 p.m. with youth director, and Paul Ran- service. Todd E. Hill is choir Lee. pastor, will speak at the
a meal.
dolph, Eugene Bustle and director with Lee Kem as 10:30 a.m. and 7 p.m. worHazel United Methodist: Bobby Bazzell. Bible classes pianist. Assisting will be Ron ship services. Ricky Shankle
Reuter, liturgist, and Juli is the music minister and Jamie
Bro. Michael Blake, director will be at 9 a.m.
of Reelfoot rural Ministries, will
Westside Baptist: Rev. McClain, Stephaine, Elizabeth Darnell is the youth minister.
speak at the 9:45 a.m, wor- Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will McClain and Sid and Jo Mar- Sunday School will be at 9:30
ship service, according to Rev. speak about "Senior Adults of tin, ushers,. Sunday School will a.m. and Church Training at
Alan Trull, pastor. Johnna a Uniquely Different Kind" with be at 9:30 a.m. and Korean 5:30 p.m.
Nance will be in charge of scripture from Psalm 71 at the
Children's Church, Toni Jones 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. worIn our
is accompanist and J.W. Jones ship services. Tommy Scott is
is worship leader. Sunday music director. The choir will
School will be at II a.m. The sing "The Old Highway" and
Jonathan
annual homecoming will be Tommy
Hoke,
Sunday, May 25, with a for- Burgess, Danny Richerson and
mer pastor, Bro. Gene Bur- Tommy Scott will present spekeen as speaker and will be cial music at the morning hour.
Hazel Church of Christ, Center Street. Hazel, will have
followed with a meal. The Adam Scott will present speUnited Methodist Women will cial music at the evening serv- "great Day In May" on Sunday.
Bob Haley will be the guest speaker at the 9:50 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will be at 9 a.m, and evening
service will be at 6 p.m.
Lunch will be served after the morning worship service.
Everyone is invited with a special invitation to the residents
of the Hazel community.
For more information call 759-4218.
work among us. Thus, we
from the evil one" (Matthew
should not be shocked when
5:37). Over seventy times in
we see dishonesty in our
the gospel stories Jesus
world. Neither would he probegan his words by saying.
pose that we scold our
"I tell you the truth." To a
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will have an "Old
neighbors for not telling the
group of Jews, he said, "If
Time Outside Homecoming- on Sunday.
you hold to my teaching,
truth. Instead of railing at
Rev. Roger Hopson will be the guest speaker at the II a.m.
liars. passing more laws or
you are really my disciples.
worship service, according to Rev . Gene Burkeen, pastor.
hiring more police, our task
Then you will know the
Musicians will be Ricky Cunningham and Glenn Hall.
is to follow the example of
truth, and the truth will set
A potluck meal will be served following the worship servJesus by living with integrity
you free" (John 8:31-32). A
ice. Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
little later he also said that
and speaking the truth in all
things at all times. While
the Devil "was a murderer
our advocacy of truthfulness
from the beginning, not
is important. we make a far
holding to the truth, for
greater impact by consistently
there is no truth in him.
speaking the truth no matter
When he lies, he speaks his
what the consequences might
native language. for he is a
be. Even liars respect an
liar and the father of lies"
ti L
l UI
ZIME MORTGAGE
(John 8:44). Jesus didn't just honest person because they
CAPITAL CORPORATION
know that they can depend
speak the truth, his entire
on what he says. People
life was the very embodiCanine Coulam
who "fudge- on the truth
ment of truth. He said, "I
imodliPintli
and are known to "fib"
am the way, the truth and
Open Saw*far toftroy fain Sher beet Hanoi
when it seems to their perthe life- (John 14:6). Some
KY•The hislone
MtMain West.
sonal advantage will have
of his opponents attempted
difficulty finding respect and
to charge him with deceptrust from anyone. Jesus
tion, but the charges would
clearly demonstrates for us
not stick (John 7:12). Jesus
that honest is still the best
spoke the truth even when
policy in life.
he knew it would bring
painful consequences, includSend questions or coming death, to himself (John
ments to University Church
18:37).
From a study of his life,
of Christ, 801 N. 12th, MurI believe Jesus would tell us ray, KY 42071 or phone
270-753-1881. This article
that the problem of lying
is reproduced on the web:
which we face today is a
www.nchrtst.org
sign of Satan's continued

CHURCHES

Hazel Church of Christ
plans special Sunday

A better way than lying
Question: It seems like
almost everyone I know
tells lies when it seems to
be to their
advantage.
How can
we convince people that
there is a
better
way?
What
would
Jesus do?
Answer:
By Richard
I prefer to
Youngblood, believe that
Minister at
most peaUniversity
pie I know
Church of
are truthful,
Christ
but there is
much evidence that truth has become
a rare commodity in the
marketplace of life. In their
book, "The Day America
Told the Truth,- James Patterson and Peter Kim summarized their research as follows: "Americans lie. They
lie more than we had ever
thought possible before the
study." This prevalence of
lying is difficult to reconcile
with what we would assume
is a universal belief in all
cultures that lying is wrong.
Even liars become outraged
when someone lies to them.
As a result of this widespread dishonesty. the social,
economic and moral integrity
of our American way of life
is being senously undermined. Sissela Bok has writ-

What Would
Jesus Do?

ten: "A society. then, whose
members were unable to distinguish truthful messages
from deceptive ones, would
collapse. But even before
such a general collapse, individual choice and survival
would be imperiled. The
search for food and shelter
could depend on no expectations from others. A warning
that a well was poisoned or
a plea for help in an accident would come to be
ignored unless independent
confirmation could be
found." In other words,
where deception dominates
no one is safe.
In addition, we have witnessed how dishonesty in
some of our major corporations has not only brought
financial hardship to the
lives of thousands of
employees and investors; but
it also has had a damaging
ripple effect on the economy
of the entire nation. Dishonesty on the part of governmental officials has created
distrust and resulted in
expensive efforts to clean up
and monitor the activities of
our elected officials. Efforts
to measure in full the negative impact of lying are
extremely difficult.
In contrast to the extensive deception of our world
today. Jesus both proclaimed
and practiced complete truthfulness in all things. He
said, "Simply let your 'Yes'
be 'Yes,' and your 'No,' No';
anything beyond this comes

Homecoming Sunday
at Martin's Chapel

-

'Reed 1,2thriors

fttera nut Tit Netet
Hazel Church of Christ
Center Street, Hazel, KY

Kopperud Realty's
Open Amu
swami, May 18ih • 1 p.ht-41 p.m.

SPACE HAVEN
Indoor Mini Storages

P119111117

TRUCKS!

Any size truck can be
here within a day

761-STOR (7867)
207 South 7th St • Murray, KY 42071

9:00 a.m. Sunday School
9:50 a.m. Worship Service
6:00 p.m. Evening Service
Everyone invited with a
special invitation to the
Hazel Community.

Climate Controlled -- Month-to-Month Lease

NOW RENTING

Sunday, May 18, 2008

2248 Mitchell
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath home has a great location in
Briarcrest Subdivision. Features 9 foot ceilings, large family room, extra room for an office or music room, and a
great master bedroom suite. MLS #42433 $179,900.
71 1 M,1111

7;1-1222

Speaker — Bob Haley
Lunch served after morning worship.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

759-4218
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Fathers, kids can Rep. Whitfield applauds passage of farm bill
enjoy free fun

Jo"

By ERIC WALKER
Editor
There will be activities galore for fathers and their children Saturday at Murray State University's Stewart Stadium as the second annual Father's Fun Day will be held
from 10 a.m.-3 pin.
The free event will feature intlatables, mini sports clinics, food, beverages and plenty of prizes that range from
bikes to a kid patio see
Father's Fun Day is put on by the Community Colaboration for Children, according to Rhonda Riley. Riley is the
program director for NECCO, which is part of the collaboration group that works toward child abuse prevention
awareness.
Riley said there is plenty of excitement surrounding the
event.
"Last year, we were on the (MSU football) practice field,
but this year we're on the field," she said, "and everyone
wants to be on the field.'
Fun and games will be the main focus, plus a little education. According to Riley, lessons will be offered in a
variety of activities. such as martial aria, soccer, golf, track,
baseball, tennis, football, basketball, line dancing and gymnastics.
Following the lessons, participants will be given is
tickets toward a door prize. She listed the peises which
include bikes and helmets, skateboards, peds sod helmets,
and even gift cards to restaurants and
good Mom
"And we'll have bingo, face painting ad
eidtrie
we have the kids and dad together and print It on a nimi
card," Riley added.
A kickball game is also planned for 2 p.m.
While the focus is on fathers and their children, Riley
added that moms aren't being excluded.
"Research has shown that the more fathers are involved
in children's lives, the better they are academically, socially...isli
around," she said.
Riley added that the invitation is also extended to other
role models in youngsters' lives, such as church youth
group leaders cod Big Brothers Big Sisters mentors.
For additional information, call 809-3040. For adaptive
recreation or transportation assistance, call (270) 443-1651.

WASHINGTON
U.S.
Representative Ed Whitfield
helped secure passage of the
farm bill,•critical piece of legislation which gives Kentucky
farmers the support they need to
provide the most inexpensive.
safest, and plentiful food supply
in the world.
"I have met with numerous
Kentucky farmers over the past
several months and understand
just how important the Farm
Bill is to these producers, both

as a safety net in hard times and
as a framework for federal sup-

of our fanning industry,"
Whitfield said. 'This legislation
will give Kentucky fanners the
tools that they need to keep producing affordable products for
American consumers, and for
people all over the world, while
bringing more money into
Kentucky's economy."
This legislation authorizes
$714 billion over the next ten
years to fund a wide range of
U.S. agriculture and food assistance programs. The bill extends
price safety nets for farmers,
reauthorizes food security proport

grams and agricultural conservation programs, expands nutrition and food aid, and provides
reforms,
commodity
for
enhanced biofuel programs, arid
support for rural development.
Importantly, the bill will prohibit the closure or relocation of
Farm Service Agency offices for
the next two years, except for
offices located 20 miles or less
from another office
In addition to extending and
modernizing federal farm programs, the farm bill reforms
crop insurance, establishes

standing disasassistance
programs for
crops stnckee
by catastrophic
natural disasters, caps benefits previously
given
to
wealthy farrhers and eliminates subsidies
to non-fanners.
The farm bill also e ntains a
number of provisions which
promote renewable energy.
ter

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Time,

Wanda Edminster, left, instructs members of First Baptist
Church this morning on packing procedures for a number of
. buckets that will be filled with health care supplies for tenni,. natty ill patients and their caregivers in areas of Africa.

Church's bucket ...
From Front
brushes and toothpaste, as well as items for the caregivers, such as
gloves and scrub brushes.
In all, there are 33 items, which Edminster explained, "all have
to be packed precisely to get it all in and clear customs."
Along with First Baptist and the Tennessee and Mississippi
churches, the goal is to pack 2,200 items by early summer. Those
will then be divided to the Zambia/Zimbabwe/South Africa areas.
"Maybe we're a little ahead," explained Edminster, who along
with her husband, Herb, also served as missionaries in the
Zimbabwe area for 15 years.
That, she said, has struck a chord with Edminsters with this project.
"We know of the need,- she said.
Edminster said the entire congregation of First Baptist have
played roles in the bucket effort, which amounts to approximately
$100 per bucket filled with needed items. Some 30 members of First
Baptist gathered at the church's Fellowship Hall this(Friday) morning to begin packing the buckets.
The church will also hold a prayer service Sunday at 6 pin.
There, Edminster said church members will pray for the individual
who the bucket and items are for, as well as them clearing customs
and for the caregivers, too.
For additional information on the bucaet project, contact 866974-5623 or www.gobgr.org.
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4TH DISTRICT BASEBALL TOURNAMENT

King Me
JOHN BAZEMORE / AP

Kenny Perry takes cover under an umbrella as
he walks to the green on the ninth hole during
first round play in the AT&T Classic golf tournament in Duluth, Ga., Thursday. Perry shot a 6under par 66 and was tied with four other players when play was suspended for the day.

Slippery
When Wet
PERRY SURVIVES WET
DAY FOR SHARE OF LEAD
DULUTH. Ga.(AP) — Coming off a final-round
meltdown at the Players Championship, Kenny Perry
had every reason to blow up during the water-logged
opening round of the AT&T Classic.
How about having to play all 18 holes in a steady
rain? Or standing around for a half-hour delay when
toe showers really got heavy? Or arriving at his final
hole, still getting pelted from above, to find a major
backup that forced him to linger for another 30 minutes with nothing to do?
Through it all, Perry persevered. He shot a 6under 66 Thursday to claim a share of the lead at
soggy TPC Sugarloaf' in suburban Atlanta, though no
one played a more impressive round.
"I hit some good shots and made sl3
coming in," Perry said "The last few hojaviere brutal.The other leaders
Kaye, Ryan
Palmer, Jonathan Byrd and Parker McLachlin — all
teed off in the morning, before a huge weather system drenched the course. They were the lucky ones.
Byrd was likely watching from his nice, dry hotel
rooin by the time Perry rolled in a I4-footer to save
par at the treacherous ninth, his final hole.
"I don't like playing in the rain. I can't think of
anybody who does," Byrd said. "It's just not a whole
lot of fun."
Perry can attest to that.
His bogey-free round took some 6 1/2 hours to
play, including a 31-minute delay when the rain
turned so heavy that play had to be halted. When he
got to his last hole, surely looking forward to calling

-. Jonathan

See PERRY, 2B

1st REGION
TENNIS TOURNAMENT

Elimination
Day
LOCALS BOW OUT AT FIRST
REGION TENNIS
TOURNAMENT IN PADUCAH
Staff Report
Thursday's First Region tennis quarterfinals were
void of surpnses, which didn't bode well for Murray
and Calloway County squads.
All local competitors were eliminated from the
tournament by their higher-seeded competition on
Thursday in Paducah, bnnging an end to the high
school tennis season at both Calloway County and
Murray.
The only local squad to receive a seed, Murray's
fifth-seeded girls' doubles duo of Haley Haverstock
and Addle Gnffo, fell to the second-seeded squad of
Ellie Hammons and Dakota Durrett of Lone Oak 60, 6-1 Thursday.
In boys doubles, Calloway County's Will
Blackford and Matt McReynolds, who surprised the
region by upsetting the fifth-ranked team in the second round, couldn't keep up their Cinderella run
- ' against the region's No. 1 seed.
Blackford and McReynolds were defeated by
Ethan Rowton and Alex Rowton of Paducah
Tilghman 6-1, 6-0.
In boys singles, Murray's Aaron Polivick got his
first taste of seeded competition, falling to the threeseed Hunter Mills of Graves County 6-1, 6-0.
In girls singles, Calloway County's Amy Winkler
drew top-ranked Mary Catherine Zellmer of St. Mary
• and fell 6-0, 6-0.
Soaking rains moved the tournament indoors once
again to Rowton Indoor Tennis Center and Country
Club of Paducah. Semifinals took place this morning
and the finals will be played Saturday at I p.m.

1

t

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Josh Reynolds (left), Bradley Cobb (nght) and Seth Waldrop (below) look to lead their respective teams, Calloway County, Murray High and
Marshall County, to a title in next week's 4th District Tournament in Marshall County Action begins Monday at 5 p.m.

MARSHALL, MURRAY, CALLOWAY LOOKING FOR DISTRICT SUPREMACY
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
You'll have to excuse Mike Johnson if his
words sound a little cliche.
uphill bat-

4-11-1 DISTRICT
TOURNAMENT CAPSUL.

District

Tournani mItcWwth Call
County, a
team that drubbed the Tigers by a combined score
of 26-5 in two games last week.
But during a week in which coaches throughout the state will pull out the oft-used mantras
regarding the fresh-start nature of playoff baseball, Johnson is banking on the cliche ringing true
for his bunch.
He just might have a case.
Murray's regular season senes with Calloway
couldn't have come at a worse time for the Tigers,
who had come off a forgettable performance at the
All 'A' Classic and an embarrassing fiasco centered around several players' reluctance to miss
the school's prom for the tournament.
But those things are behind Murray now.
Johnson says, citing his team's 4-1 record since
the Calloway losses.
"We went through a couple of spots in the season where we struggled, but you know every team
does that," the second-year head coach said. "I
think ours, for some reason, was little more out
there in the public, I think we're in a good mindset now and we're being a lot more consistent."
When they last faced each other a week-and-ahalf ago, Murray and Calloway appeared to be
two teams headed in opposite directions.
The Tigers were the strong starters losing
momentum at an alarming rate. The Lakers were
the young team hitting its stride.
But the tides have since shifted in the opposite
direction. Calloway has lost three consecutive and
hasn't been able to manufacture runs since its
offensive onslaught against Murray. a point of
concern for first-year Laker boss Zach Hobbs.
"We've had a little bit of a letdown,- he said.
"It was important that we play well over this
stretch and we haven't. We'll have a tough practice schedule this weekend and he ready to go on
Monday."
The Lakers may not have momentum on their
side in Monday's 5 p.m. rumble at Marshall
County, but they do have one weapon that may be
enough in itself — Tiger-killer Josh Reynolds.
Reynolds took a no-hitter into the seventh
inning against Murray earlier this month, and the
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Tigers have shown no ability to hit the Calloway
ace over the past two years.
The Wabash Valley-bound senior mystified
Murray's bats in last season's district tournament
title game, going the distance and giving up just
two hits.
-That's just something going into it," Johnson
said of his team's matchup with Reynolds. "We
couldn't hit him last year. We'll just approach hitting him the same way we'd approach hitting any
other pitcher."
Johnson said he will likely send his own ace
Bradley Cobb to the hill, setting up a pitching
pairing that didn't happen during the regular season series.
"We're throwing Reynolds and they're gonna
throw Cobb and that's gonna be the showdown,"
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PITTSBURGH 11, ST. LOUIS 5

Izzy leaves Redbirds feeling dizzy
BAY'S PINCH-HIT HOMER LIFTS PIRATES PAST CARDINALS
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Jason Bay's
first pinch-hit homer delivered the
latest jolt of anguish to Jason
Isringhausen.
Bay's three-run shot off the St.
Louis Cardinals' struggling reliever,
working the eighth inning instead of
the ninth, was the go-ahead blow in
the Pittsburgh Pirates' rally from an
early four-run deficit in an 11-5 victory Thursday. It also brought manager
Tony La Russa's fear to fruition —

you can't hide anyone for king in the minor league demotion or an outnght
bullpen.
release as options if the Cardinals
"Right now, he's problem No. I," have lost patience with him.
La Russa said. "He's beside himself,
"I'm out of answers, out of excuspuzzled, the whole thing."
es so to speak," Isringhausen said.
Isnnghausen, saddled with an 8.00 "We've just got to go to the next step,
ERA and six blown saves in 17 whatever that might be. I expect
chances, seemed to think he wouldn't probably an answer tomorrow when
be part of the bullpen for this week- we get here or even tonight, I don't
end's interleague series against the know."
Rays. He reiterated that the problem
Nate McLouth added his 11th
is not' physical, so that would leave a homer for the Pirates, who outscored

the sagging Cardinals 10-0 the last
five innings to take two of three in the
series. The finale was played in 56degree chill accompanied by steady
rain throughout the cohieback, with
nearly 10,000 no-shows in paid attendance of 41,244.
"We know we're in the game until
its over," Pirates manager John
Russell said. "Our pitching gives us
the opportunity to score late in the
game."
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Rain cancels
ballgames

crolizirs

-S./CA:PRE
11

Staff Report

Haverstock Insurance Agency

All local baseball and softball
action was tained out Thursday
evening.
The only scheduled home
affair of the evening. Murray's
baseball matchup with Graves
County, was called off in the
early afternoon and won't be
rescheduled.
The final weekend of the regular season is jam-packed with
action, as teams attempt to get in
some last-ditch preparation for
next week's district tournaments. Here's a look at the
weekend schedule:

Nobody can protect your AUTO

any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray KY • 753.3415

Slat,Auto

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
American Levu* Standings
Al) Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
24 17 585
Tampa day
-Boston
24 19 558
1
21 19 525 2 12
Baltimore
Toronto
a
21 22 488
New York
20 22 476 4 12
C.entral Division
W
L Pot GB
Cleveland
22 19 537
Chicago
20 20 500 1 1/2
Minnesota
20 20 500 1 12
19 21 475 2 1/2
Kansas City
Detroit
16 25 390
6
West Division
W
L Pet GB
Los Angeles
24 19 558
Oakland
23 19 548
112
Texas
21) 22 476 31/2
Seattle
16 26 381 71/2

Thursday s Carnes
Cleveland 4, Oakland 2
Toronto 3. Minnesota 2 II innings
Kansas City 8. Detroit 4
Tampa Bay 5 N V Yankees 2
Chicago White Sox 4. L A Angels 3
Friday's Games
Milwaukee (Suppan 2-2) at Boston
(Matsuzaka 6-0), 6 05 p in
NY Meta (Santana 4-2) at NY
Yankees (Rasner 2-0), 605 p rri
lwonlo (Purvey 0-0) at Philadelphia
(Moyer 2-3). 605 p m
Waahington (Hill 0-0) at Baltimore
(Olson 2-0). 605 p it,
Kansas City (Tomko 1-4) at Florida
(Miller 3-2). 6 10 p to
Cleveland (Sowers 0-0) at Cincinnati
(Cueto 2-4). 6:10 P
Oakland (Eveland 3-3) at Atlanta
(Jurnens 4-3), 6 35 pm
Houston (Chacon 0-0) at Texas
(Ponson 2-0). 7 05 p m
Tampa Bay (Sonnanstine 5-1) at St
Louis (Looper 5-2). 7 15 p.m
Minnesota (Blackburn 3-2) at Colorado
(Jimenez 1-3), 8 05 p m
Detroit (Bonderman 2-4) at Anzona
(Haven 4-2), 840 pint
L A Dodgers (Kuroda 1-2) at LA
Angels (Saunders 6-1). 9-05 pm
San Diego (Young 3-3) at Seattle
(Batelle 3-4) 9 1G p m
'Chicago White Sox (G Floyd 3-2) at
San Francisco (Sanchez 2-2), 9:15 p m
Saturday's Games
NY Mets (01 Perez 3-3) at N.Y
Yankees (Pettrtte 3-4) 1205 p.m
Tampa Bay (Garza 2-1) at St Louis
(Warnwnght 3-21. 12 10 p.m
Milwaukee (Bush 1-4(91 Boston
(Waksheld 3-2). 2:55 pm
Cleveland (Carmona 4-1) at Cincinnati
(Harang 2-5). 2 55 p.m.
LA Dodgers (Park 1-0) at Lilt Angels
(Santana 6-01. 2 55 p.m
Houston (Oswalt 4-3) at Texas (Padilla
5-2). 6 05 p m
Toronto (Burnett 3-41 at Pholetienohie
(Eaton 0-1). 6.05 p.m
Washington (Od Perez 1-31 at Bellmore
(Burros 3-4). 8.05 p m
Oakland (Harden 1-0) at Atlanta
(T Hudson 6-2), 6 10 p m
Kansas City (Bannister 4-4) at Florida
(Olsen 4-1), 610 pm
Minnesota (Hernandez 6-1) at Colorado
(Reynolds 0-1). 705 p.m
Detroit (Steerage 2.1(91 Arizona
(Scherzer 0-11, 7 10 p
Chicago Whtle Sox (Buehrle 1-5) at
San Francisco (Zito 0-7). 805 p m
San Diego(Woe 2-3) at Seattle (Bedaro
2-2). 9 10 p re
Sunday's Games
Kansas City at Florida, 1210 p rn
Cleveland at Cincinnati. 12 15 p m
Oakland at Atlanta, 12.35 p.m
Miheaukee at Boston. 12.35 p.m
Toronto at Philadelphia. 1236 pm
Washington at Baltimore. 12 35 p m
Tampa Bay at St Louis, 1 15 p m
Minnesota at Coiorado. 205 p rn
Houston at Texas, 206 pm
L.A Dodgers at LA Angels, 2.35 p.m
Chicago While Sox at San Francisco.
3-05 pm
San Diego at Sean*. 3 10 p.m
Detroit at Anzona 3 10 p.m
N Y Mets at N Y Yankees, 705 p.m.

National League Standing*
Ali Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pcl GB
Florida
23 17 575
Philadelphoa
1
23 19 548
New York
20 19 513 2 12
Atlanta
20 20 500
3
Washington
18 24 429
6
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Chicago
25 16 610
Houston
24 18 571 1 12
St Lours
24 19 558
2
Milwaukee
20 21 488
5
Pittsburgh
20 21 488
5
Cincinnati
18 23 439
7
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Arizona
26 15 634
-21 19 525 4 1/2
Los Angeles
San Francisco
17 25 405 9 1,2
Colorado
15 26 366
11
San Diego
15 27 35711 1/2

Thursday's Games
L A Dodgers 7. Milwaukee 2
Washington 1 N V Mets 0
Pittsburgh 11 St Louis 5
Chicago Cubs 4. San Diego 0
Houston 8. San Francisco 7
Philadelphia 5. Atlanta 0
Florida at Cincinnati. ppd . weather
Arizona 8. Colorado 5
Friday's Games
Pittsburgh (Gorzeianny 3-3) at Chicago
Cubs (Gallagher 0-0), 1 20 o.m
Milwaukee (Suppan 2-2) at Boston
(Matsuzaka 6-0). 6.05 p m
NV Mats (Santana 4-2) at NV
Yankees (Rasner 2-0). 605 p m
Toronto (Purvey 0-0) at Plidadelphia
(Moyer 2-3), 6:05 pm
Washington (Hil)l 0-0) at Bellmore
(Olson 2-0). 605 p m
Kansas City (Tomko 1-4) al Florida
(Miller 3-2), 6.10 pm
Cleveland (Sowers 0-0) at Cincinnati
(Cueto 2-4), 6:10 p.m
Oakland (Eveland 3-3) at Atlanta
filurnens 4-3), 6:35 p in
Houston (Chaco° 0-0) at Texas
(Ponson 2-0). 7 05 p in
Tampa Bay (Sonnanshne 5.1) at St
Louis (Looper 5-2). 7 15 pm
Minnesota (Blackburn 3-2) at Colorado
(Jimenez 1-3). 8-05 p m
Detroit (Bondennan 2-4) at Arizona
(Heron 4-2). 8 40 p m
LA Dodgers (Kuroda 1-2) at LA
Angels (Saunders 6-1), 905 p.m
San Diego (Young 3-3) at Seattle
(Batista 3-4). 9 10 p m
Chicago White Sox (G Floyd 3-2) at
San Francisco (Sanchez 2-2). 9 15 p m
Saturday's Games
N Y Mets (01 Perez 3-3) al N Y
Yankees (Pendia 3-4). 1205 pm
Pittsburgh (Duke 2-2) at ChiCago Cubs
(Zambrallo 6-I). 1205 pm
Tamp. Bay (Ger. 2-1) et Sr Louis
(Wanwnght 3-2). 12 10 p m
Milwaukee (Bush 1-4) at Boaton
(Wakefield 3-2). 2 55 p itt
Cleveland (Carmona 4-1) at Cincinnati
(Harang 2-5), 255 pm
L.A Dodgers (Park 1-0) at L.A Angels
(Santana 6-01. 2 55 p.m
Houston (Oswalt 4-3) at Texas (Padilla
5-2) 605 pm
Toronto (Burnett 3-4) at Philadelphia
(Eaton 0-1) 6-05 p m
Washington 100 Perez 1-3) at Baltimore
(Bun-es 3-4). 605 pm
Oakland (Harden 1-0) at Atlanta
IT Huchan 8-21. 6 10 p m
Kansas City (Bannister 4-4) at Ronda
(Olsen 4-1). 6- 10 pm
Minnesota (Hernandez 6-1) at Colorado
(Reynolds 0-11.7.05 pm
Detroit (Galarraga 2-1) at Arizona
(Scherzer 0-1). 710 p.m
Chicago White Sox (Buehrle I-5) at
San Francisco (Zeo 0-7). 8 05 p m
San Diego(won 2-3) at Seattle (Fleeare
2-21 9 10 pm,
Sunday's Games
Kansas City at Florida. 12 10 p m
Cleveland at Cincinnati. 12 15 pm
Oakland at Atlanta 12 35 p.m
Mtiwaukee at Boston 1235 pm
Toronto at Philadelphia. 12:35 p.m
Washington at Baltimore 12:15 p.m
Tampa Bay at SI Loon., 1 15 p.m
Pittsburgh at Chicago Cubs. 120 pm
Minnesota at Colorado, 205 pm
Houston at Texas 2 05 p m

Rob McDonald, Murray State baseball head coach, addresses the crowd as the keynote
speaker at the Student of the Week Banquet held Friday, May 9 Thirty-two students from
Calloway County Schools, Murray Independent Schools and Eastwood Christian
Academy were recognized. Students and their families as well as school officials and representatives from Loretta Jobs Century 21 Realty office and 1340-WNBS and 1130ESPN The Office station were represented at the banquet held at Calloway County High
School Media Center.

Webb wins ninth, D-backs beat Rockies again
By The Associated Press
The Colorado Rockies must
be tired of seeing Brandon
Webb by now. That probably
goes for the rest of the National
League, too.
Backed by Stephen Drew's
career-high four hits. Webb
became the major leagues first
nine-game winner when the
Arizona Diamondbacks defeated the Rockies 8-5 on Thursday
night.
Webb has won his first nine
starts, the most since San

Diego's Andy Hawkins won his
first 10 in 1985, according to
the Elias Sports Bureau. Webb
has won 11 straight starts dating to last September. with
three wit"; this season coming
against the Rockies.

"Doing his thing again,"
Melvin said, before conceding
the only fault he could find in
yet another sparkling outing.

Arizona
manager
Bob
Melvin lifted Webb with one
out in the eighth after Matt
Holliday singled to make it 5-3.
Webb threw I 1 1 pitches, and
left to a standing ovation from
the Chase Field crowd of
21,447.

In other NL games, it was
the
New
York
Mets
I,
Washington 0. the Los Angeles
Dodgers 7, Milwaukee 2;
Pittsburgh II, St. Louis 5; the
Chicago Cubs 4, San Diego 0;
Houston 8. San Francisco 7;
and Philadelphia 5, Atlanta 0.

He allowed three runs on six
hits, walked one and struck out
eight, a season high.

•Perry
From Pape 1B
it a day, he came upon a backlog of five groups
all of them held up by an earwaiting to tee off
lier ruling on Glen Day that took nearly a halfhour to sort out.
"There's five groups here?" Rich Beeni asked
incredulously when his threesome arrived.
"Yep, you're the fifth," replied Greg Norman,
making a rare appearance on the PGA Tour at the
course he drew up.
"I guess it's your fault," Beem quipped.
"You're the one who designed the place."
When Perry finally got to play, he flubbed a
chip off the mushy ground, slamming his club in
disgust. But he rolled in the par-saving putt to
close the round with a better feeling.
It w..s quite a comeback from his previous
round. Perry went to the final day of the Players
one stroke off the lead, only to shoot 81 and plummet to a tie for 15th.

"I was hitting knuckleballs off the driver," said
Perry. who ducked under an umbrella every
chance he got. "I have never seen balls do that.
But I was able to recover."The remaining leaders got to play on an inviting course before the showers moved in and
turned Sugarloaf into a water park. Byrd overcame
a double bogey at No. 7 with eight birdies, the
result of soft greens and not even the hint of a
breeze.
"I don't care how hard a course is - if the
greens are soft, guys are going to shoot low," Byrd
said. -You can get to the flags pretty easy. You
know your shots don't have to be as precise
because they're hitting and they're stopping."
Byrd and the others also took advantage of the
weak field. Only six of the top 50 players in the
world rankings are in Atlanta this week. Stewart
Cink was the only top-15 player in the FedEx Cup
standings to show up, and he lives in the neighborhood.

•District
From Page 1B
Hobbs said. "I feel good about
our chances. It's going to be a lot
closer ballgame that it has been
the last couple times."
The Lakers sent Reynolds to
the hill against Murray earlier
this season, but Johnson withheld Cobb, who was coming off
a 90-pitch outing at the All 'A'
Classic.
start against
Cobb did
Calloway in last season's district
title game, however, and was
roughed up for eight earned runs
in just two innings of work.
Johnson insists, however, that
his No. I hurler is a different
pitcher in his senior season.
"They haven't seen him this
year,- Johnson said. "He's a different pitcher than he was last
year, has a lot better command of
his pitches and he's done a good
job in big games up to this
point."

Cobb will need sonic help
from his defense, something
Tiger pitchers didn't get much of
during the season series with
Calloway. Murray's fielders
committed eight errors over two
games.
Whichever squad comes out
of Monday's backyard brawl
will earn a First Region
Tournament berth and a district
title matchup with Marshall
County. ranked No, 16 in
KHSBCA's state poll.
The Marshals' surprising 181 start turned heads around the
region and the orange and blue
haven't let up, sweeping both
Murray and Calloway and playing second-ranked Owensboro
Apollo to a three-run game at
Franklin-Simpson's wood bat
tournament.
"They are a very good team
and I think a lot of people didn't
think they were going to he,"
Johnson said."What a lot of peo-

ple don't realize is that they're
pretty heavily dominated with
juniors. They are the No. I seed
in the district and they should be
because they are the best team
right now."
On paper. Calloway would
seem to fare better against
Marshall. The Lakers lost two
games to the Marshals by a combined five runs while Murray
was blown out in both contests.
But Johnson and his Tigers
have one thing on which to hang
their hopes - in playoff baseball, anything can happen.
"We haven't played well in
any district games this year," he
said. "I think that's a sign of
nervousness and and being
expected to win. ...My guys are
very excited about getting to
play them again, so we're just
approaching it as the one game
of the year that you have to win."

Friday
5 p.m.: Hickman Co. at
Calloway Co. softball; Reidland

at Murray softball
6 p.m.: Christian Co. at
Murray baseball
Saturday
Noon: Murray at Ballard
Memorial baseball. Murray at
Hickman Co. softball

SportsBriefs
Murray
High
• The
Quarterback Club will host the
3rd Annual Ty Holland/John Hina
Coaches Classic Memorial Golf
Tournament on Fnday. June 6 at
Murray Country Club. The toumament will be three-person teams,
a 1 p.m. shotgun start and scramble format. There will be prizes for
first, second and third as well as
drawings arid giveaways and a
$50,000 award for a hole-in-one.
Entry fee is $150 for a three-person team. Individuals can enter
for $50. Businesses or individuals
wishing to sponsor a hole can do
so for $200 (includes team, sign)
and can become a patron for
$500 (includes two teams, sign,
advertising). The entry deadline is
May 28. Entry forms may be
picked up at Murray High School
or Murray Country Club or may
be printed off from Murray
Independent Schools website.
For more infomiation, call 7539034 or 18661 507-6583.
II Calloway County's boys
basketball camp will be held May
27-30 (Tuesday-Friday). Second
through fifth grades will go from
8:30-11 a.m., while sixth through
ninth grades will attend from
noon-2:30 pm. Grades are
based on fall 2008 grade level.
Cost is $50 with a $10 discount
for each additional stbling.
Registration will begin 30 minutes
prior to the start of first session.
For more information, contact
Bruce Lane at 227-0359.
II The Calloway County football program is proud to host the
fourth annual Laker Football
Camp. The camp is open to any
student who will be in second
through ninth grade in the 200809 school year. The camp is
designed to be an enjoyable
experience for all involved with an
emphasis on basic fundamentals.
The cost of the camp is $30 per
person. Players, staff, and head
coach Josh McKeel are looking
forward to working with each
camper to develop the basic skills
that are necessary to enjoy the
game of football. Second through
fifth grade camp will be held June
2-3. Sixth through ninth grade
camp will be held June 4-5.
Contact Coach McKeel at 7627355 ext. 108 at school, 7627397 at the football office or 2271831 on his cell phone.
• The Murray Tiger Youth Football Camp is June 2-5 at the
MHS practice football field. Cost
of the camp is $30. Registration
begins at 830 a.m. on June 2.
Camp is for students in first
through eighth grades for the
2008-09 school year. Registration
forms may be picked up at
Murray High School.

AP

COMMUNITY CARE PR4DGRAM
Caring for Our(ommunity
Through Unique (harnable Partnerships
Field is committed to building the strength of the Owensboro community by
helping local charities In 2008. Fit* is again soliciting applications from local
chanter* organizations who would like to 'Grill Out anth Field"

0

Applicants must be recognized charitable organizations *eh a missal or proyed
that erectly seines the community in a compelling manner Preference will be
given to proposals that utilize tie Fie brand and sponsorship in unique and
significant ways. Additional considerebon will be grean to requests for meat
product donations and joint advertising.
initial proposals should include the following
-- Organization overrew mission and

details
on leadershipovennew
volti dear goals and
measurable outcomes
0 - Projed
sponsorship
- Funds and/or

requested
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6 Dublin Ln Owensboro KY 42301
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Lindy Suiter

TV, mho

May 17th TMXA.Points
June 5th & 6th Fair Race
July 26th TMXA Points
September 13th TMXA Points
October 4th

lobe received no later than June 14. 2008 to
0 SendFieldproposals
Community Care Program Proposals
can be downloaded
0 'equested by calling Feldpacketat 274-852-6400

• TODAY'S IINEUP SPONSORED BY

RACES START AT 5:30
at Calloway County
Fairgrounds

AUTO RACING
4 p.m
SPEED - NASCAR Sprint Cup Pole
quaiitying for All-Star Race. at
Concord. NC
GOLF
2 p.m.
TGC - PGA Tour AT&T Classic sec•
rind round at Duluth Ga
HORSE RACING
4:30 p.m.
ESP142 - NTRA. Moss Preakness
Stakes, Pimlico Special and The Very
One Stakes at Baltimore
4 p.m.
ESPN2 - - NTRA Black Eyed Susan
Stakes al Baltimore
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1:10 p.m.
WON - Pittsburgh at Chicago Cubs
9:05 p.m.
WON - Chicago White Sox at San
Francisco
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m
FSPN - Playoffs conference sena,
nets, game 6. teams TBA (tt necessary)
9:30 p.m.
ESPN
Playoffs, conference send,
nals. game 6 learns IBA Of necessary)

a
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10 years ago
The City of Murray's 199899 proposed budget will give each
of the city's 160 employees at
least a $2,000 across the board
raise.
Published is a picture of Jason
Henson of Murray, student worker at Murray state University,
widening the new home for a
plant in front of the Price Doyle
tine arts building. He is a student at MSU this summer. The
photo was by Staff
er liemaid Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Mitchell and Talava Ray, April
28.
20 years ago
Dr. Lanette Thurman of Muri ay has been appointed as commissioner of arts by Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson.
Roger Herndon and Cathryn
Carmode were named valedictorians and Anisha Frizzell and
Joanna Gibbs as salutatorians of
the 1998 senior class of Calloway County High School. Commencement exercise will be May
26 in the school gym.
Births reported include a girl
to Nancy and Timothy Lassiter
and a girl to Priceta and Raymond Boyd, May II,
30 years ago
Dennis Jackson delivered the
main address at the first spring
btinquet of HUSH, a dramatic
variety group composed of young
people ranging from elementary
to college age in the Douglass
community.
Eddie Hunt of Murray brought
home the championship trophy
of 35-and-over division of the
Kentucky State Indoor Tennis'
Championship at Lexington.
Tony Brannon, 18, freshman
agriculture major at Murray State
University from Puryear, Tenn.,
has been named state secretary
of the Future Farmers of Tennessee.

;

40 years ago
Congressman Frank A. Stubblef.eld has announced a $93,000
grant approval by the Federal
Water Pollution Contra! Administration to the City of Murray
to aid in the construction of the
new interceptor servers, pumping station and force main.
The May Grand Jury of Calloway County Circuit Court
returned its report to Circuit Judge
James M. Lassiter this morning.
The jury returned 15 indictments
and made a report to him on
the county operated establishments.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Adams,
May II.

50 years ago
Paratroopers of 101st Airborne
Division will "invade" Murray
tomonow to demonstrate the tools
of airborne warfare in connection of the observance of Armed
Forces day in Murray. The display will be on the courtsquare.
Mrs. Gordon Moody presented a lesson on "How to Make
Fancy Sandwiches and Cake Decorations" at a meeting of the Town
& Country Homemakers Club
held at the home of Mrs. Castle Parker.
Recent births repotted at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William Kinsolving.
60 years ago
Calloway County Board of
Education has released the names
of the teachers and staff for the
1948-49 school year. Principals
are William Miller, Almo,Edward
Jones, Faxon, H.D. Roberts,
Hazel, J.H. Walston, Kirksey,
Huron Jeffrey, Lynn Grove, and
Edward Curd, New Concord.
Paul Moore has joined the staff
of Murray Hospital as a medical technician, according to Carmon Graham, administrator. He
will be in charge of both the
laboratory and x-ray facilities.

COMICS / FEATURES
Follow these basic rules
when visiting terminally ill
DEAR ABBY: I have just
returned from visiting a close
friend in the next town. She
was exhausted from caring for
her husband, who has terminal
cancer -- but even more so from
the many visits from loving
friends and relatives around the
country
I experithe
enced
same thing a
few
years
ago, so I'm
hoping you
will help me
to
inform
of
people
some basic
rules for visiting families
By Abigail
going
Van Buren
through this
profoundly trying experience.
-- Don't go for a "vacation,"
but rather to lend support -and only if there is no objection.
-- Go healthy. Remember, the
patient has no immunity after
chemotherapy.
- Provide your own transportation. Stay in a motel unless
the home is large and the hostess has asked you to stay.
Keep visits short and positive. Long conversations are
exhausting.
-- Provide food, preferably
ready-cooked for simplicity, and
do the cleanup.
-- Leave the house for periods of time (even a day or two)
so the family can resume their
medical routine.
-- Change the bed if you
stay in the home. Remember,
there is no maid service.
-- And last, require nothing
of the family. There is nothing
left for them to give.

Dear Abby

TodavInIllsterif
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, May 16. the
137th day of 2008. There are 229
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 16, 1929, the first
Academy Awards were presented
during a banquet at the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. The movie
"Wings" won best production,
while Emil tannings and Janet
Gaynor were named beet actor
and best actress.
On this date:
In 1770, Marie Antoinette. age
14, married the future King Louis
XVI of France, who was IS
In 1866, Congress authorized
minting of the first 5-cent piece,
also known as the "Shield nickel."
In 1868. the Senate failed by
one vote to convict President
Andrew Johnson as it took its

first ballot on the 11 articles of
impeachment against him.
In 1946, the Irving Berlin musical "Annie Get Your Gun," starring Ethel Merman as Annie Oakley, opened on Broadway.
In 1948, the body of CBS
News correspondent George Polk
was found in Soloniea Harbor in
Greece. several days after he had
left his hotel for an interview with
the leader of a Communist militia.
In 1960, a Big Four summit
conference in Paris collapsed on
its opening day as the Soviet
Union leveled spy charges against
the U.S. in the wake of the U-2
incident.
In 1975, Japanese climber Junk°
Tabei became the first woman to
reach the summit of Mount Everest
In 1988, the Supreme Court

ruled that police can search discarded garbage without a search
warrant.
In 1988, Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop released a report
declaring nicotine was addictive
in ways similar to heroin and
cocaine.
Ten years ago: Real Quiet added
a victory in the Preakness to his
win in the Kentucky Derby.(However, Real Quiet later failed to
capture the Triple Crown, losing
the Belmont Stakes to Victory
Gallop by a nose 1
Five years ago: President Bush
launched his iv-election campaign.
The Senate committed $15 billion to fight global AIDS. In
Casablanca, Morocco, five simul.
tancous suicide attacks claimed
the lives of 33 victims, in addition to a dozen suicide bombers.
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Thank you, Abby, for letting
nie speak for so many. -- GOT
IT OFF MY CHEST
DEAR GOT IT: Well said.
I particularly like your recommendations to stay someplace
other than the home, to keep
visits short so as not to deplete
the patient, and not to expect
to be entertained in any way
In life-or-death situations, the
normal rules of hospitality do
not apply, so ask not what your
hosts can do for you, but what
you can do for them -- and
abide by what they tell you.

•••

DEAR ABBY: I'm a I6-year.
old high school girl. I'm friendly. cheerful, religious and an
honors student. I am also addicted to pornography.
Over the past few years I
have been an on-again, off-again
addict. I'll look, feel good, feel
bad, swear never to do it again,
stay clean for a few months and
then start again.
A few months ago I told my
mother what I was doing, and
she agreed to monitor the situation. But i know how to delete
my online history, so she doesn't know I'm doing it again.
I'm scared. I'm a virgin and
would like to stay that way. But
I'm starting to feel apathetic
toward my grades. I'm thinking
more about sex, I have lost
respect for most of the opposite sex, and I'm one step from
acting out.
If I tell Mom. I know she'll
take away my computer. The
best friends I have are online.
I'll be isolated if she takes it
away. I'm also not sure I want
to quit looking. It makes me
feel good and keeps me from
being stressed, but my religion
and the changes in my behavior tell me it's wrong.
I mentioned it to my school
counselor once. She said I'm
just "expressing my sexuality in
my own way." Is she right? Or
do I need help? What should I
do?
-ADDICTED
AND
ASHAMED IN IOWA
DEAR ADDICTED: Forgive
me for disagreeing with your
counselor, but the problem with
pornography is the distorted
vision it gives viewers of what
sex is really about. Addiction,
by definition, is being consumed
by and unable to stop a behavior. If you think you are alone
in this problem, let me assure
you that you are not.
Please tell your mother what's
going on. You should talk to a
licensed professional who has
been trained in the treatment of
addiction. This does not mean
you Mat give up your computer -- simply moving it to a central location might help. But
conquering your problem will
take professional help, and I
urge you not to wait to ask for
it or you will find yourself in
even more serious trouble.

ACROSS

indy Sutter
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s. conference semirein TBA (d neces-

Sudden-onset fatigue
calls for full physical
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 have
not seen anything in your column about fatigue.
I am a 77-year-old male. Last
year I was jogging, but six
months ago I had to stop
because I just don't have the
"get up and
go" that I
used
to
have.
My
health
checked out
fine, and the
doctor gave
me a booster shot of
vitamin B12, but it
didn't help
By
Dr. Peter Gott me al all.
Others have
told me that I need a daily
vitamin. There are so tnany
on the market today that I
don't know whicti brand or
strength is best.
DEAR READER: A daily
multivitamin may he all you
need. I recommend you use
one of the better-knowii brands.
They may be a little more
expensive than other brands, but
they often have better quality
control. Centrum or One-A-Day
should offer you both the quality and variety you need. You
may wish to shop around to
find the best price.
I also urge you to have a
full physical exam, including
a review of any medications
you are taking, as well as testing for anemia, diabetes, congestive heart failure, vitamin
deficiencies and more. Fatigue
is a common symptom of many

Dr. Gott

disorders. Because yours came
on suddenly, I worry about
potentially senous causes.
If everything checks out
normal, it is then time to look
at your diet, lifestyle, exercise, sleep habits and stres- :
sors. These can be benign cams:::
es of fatigue and, fortunately:
are easily correctable with
minor changes, such as a more
balanced diet, increasing exercise and reducing stress.
Start by adding the daily
multivitamin, followed by an
appointment with your primarycare physician.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Vitamins and Minerals."
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1, like
many of your readers, have
bad leg cramps. While I do
not have a solution to prevent
them (soap doesn't work for
me), I do have something that
stops them. It is an over-thecounter medication called Leg
Cramps. I purchase mine at
Walgreens, but I am sure it is
available in more places. They
stop the pain within 60 seconds or so, and, if the cramp
returns, I simply take another.
one. I hope this helps your
readers.

DEAR READER: 1 have•
had no experience with this
product, which is made with
quinine, but I am passing it
on to my readers. I ask that
anyone with Leg Cramps experience (either good or bad) write
to me with their results. I will
put the answers in a future
column. Thanks for writing.

ContrattBildve
Test Your Play
hearts! Thc purpose is to present
South front later gaining the lead
with a heart for a killing diamond
return through your king.
Let's say North continues with a
heart to dummy's king. You draw
trumps, lead a loss club to the jack.
cash the ace of hearts and then play
the ace and another ciub. North presumably wins with the king but must
then return a diamond or yield a ruff
and-discard, handing you the contract.
2. Year beat chaste tor 12 nicks
lies in a crossruff HoWeVer, anti
skinning thc first club, you should.
prepare the groundwork for the
crossruff by first cashing the A-K of
diamonds. Though there is a slight
possibility that the first or second
diamond will he rutted, that presents
far less of a nsk than any other
method of play.
1. Your potential losers are a
You next play a spade to the ace
heart, two diamonds and a club, but and ruff a spade. It is important to
one of them can almost certainly be
ruff a spade in your hand before muffaverted by capitalizing on the knowl- ing a club in dummy.(If you think it
edge gained from North's opening
makes no difference, try tufting a
bid. Aside from thc Q-1 of hearts, he club first. You arc then apt to fmish
is almost certain to have the A -Q or
with 11 tricks instead of 12!)
A-1 of diamonds and the king of
Noss ruff your clubs and spades in
clubs.
alternating order, scoring in all eight
The first step in the winning direc- trump tricks, a spade, a club and two
tion is to duck North's queen of diamonds.
Tomorrow: Choosing the best line of play
c:sos Ktng I eartrzt S•nd,csIc Inc
I. You are declarer .with the West
hand at Four Spades, North having
opened the bidding with one diamond, which your partner doubled.
North leads the queen of hearts. How
would you play the hand? (Assume
the trumps are divided 2-2 or 3-1.)
WEST
EAST
•AKJ106
4 95
If 8 5 2
•A K 7
•K 9
•6 4 2
diQ 7 2
4A .1 3
2. You are declarer with the West
hand at Six. Hearts_ and Nonh
the queen of clubs. How would you
play the hand?
WEST
EAST
•AQ653
•8
•K Q 9 8
VA.1104
OAK42
•7 5 3
4A 7 6 3
44
•••

Crosswords
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GOLF
2 p.m.
it ATAT Classic sec
Aith Cia
IE RACING
30 p.m.
t. Miss Preakness
Special, and The Very
lattimore
4 p.m.
Black Eyed Susan
ore
1GUE BASEBALL
10 p.m.
gh at Chicago Cubs
OS p.m.
White Sox at San
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1 Wire gauge
4 Large herring
8 Enthusiasm.
plus
12 Crude metal
13 Tijuana snack
14 "Anything _r
15 Fallen tree
16 Boulevard
liners
17 -- do lout
18 Put in bondage
20 Kublai and
Genghis
21 Malt beverage
22 Noisy bird
23 Caters or
26 Rural outing
30 Epoch
31 That ship
32 Wrench target
33 Takes aim
(2 wds )
36 Huge flower
38 Retina ceil
39 Feel under par
40 Gill or ung

43
47
48
49
50
51

Ramp
Bug repelient
Habitual
Throng
Boldly attempt
Basin
companion
52 Green seed
53 Coast downhill
54 El -. Texas
55 Foxy
DOWN
1 Double agent
2 Vitamin
supplement
3 Tnangle sides
4 Creeps forth
5 Split Pn two
6 Crowning point
7 Windows predecessor
8 Gentle breeze
9 La senorita
0 Cold -icicle
1 Sanctions
19 Terhune collie

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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LAID
AG Ai AIDAM WGW
BON
IIIIMA
LEO
MB
WOOBB
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M
Ocio
WM
AMP [MAK
i
°MLA WMSUA
WM
MUG
D
HI) MEE EK
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01_ 0114Bs MOOM
M
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Mary cosmetics
22 Container
23 Tarboosh
24 Prior to
25 Beagle feature

20

11
III'
1'
III
IRS
is
iiim
IN imi . di.
di
, dr odd
aa
dddad
•1111
dill

MP
in
dila
IRSNMI§
11
II.' Id
lUll ISIS .Imo

28 Egg producer
27 Travel
stopover
28 -- and
Bradstreet
29 Timetable into
31 Stashed away
34 Mounted the
soapbox
35 Daughter s
brother
36 Roman orator
37 The works
39 Poker stakes
40 Bookies
figures
41 Not fake
42 "Runaway
Bride" postai43 Where Keokuk
is
44 Urchins
45 Eggnog time
46 Auct. ion site
48 Agt
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ADJUSTMENTS
Adverbsers are requested to check
the hrst insertion ot their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reportad immediately so corrections can
be made.

uliat Hob=
Noll=
Penton=
Financial
Rooranete Paned
Loa And Found
lelp Waned
Meek.Mated
Donee= & Childcare
Bream= OppOrea
914istronics
Computers
Appear.= Pens
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*near=
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Firewood
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Apartments For Rent
Rooms For lewd
Hosea For Rad
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Lead Pue Rent or Lea=

190
196
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220
290
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ON
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340
370
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430
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450
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465
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410
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$8.25 Column Inch, eirrii, Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ad, MuNt Run Within 6 Day Period )
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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Tusety

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less- Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Mortis
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
telp Wonted
1113111.--

Uwe
Notice
%may :late University has declared the following
items surplus to its needs- bikes, food service items.
TVs, rolls of carpet, piano, tire rotator, motor, air
compressor. desks, scientific equipment and more.
Items may be seen at the Gr.neral Services Building,
Chestnut Street, Murray, KY on May 19th and 20th
between the hours of 1090 a.m. to 3,00 p.m. Bid
• forms (Bid MUR-269D-08) can be obtained at the
Par. Bids will open May 22nd at 2,40 p.m Questions:
Call Leigh Menchinger at 270-809-4435.
060
Notice

Help %WNW

BINGO

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wcbpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn.
By default.
Murray and local sib
listing, will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the iobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd
6PM on the
lot Sat of the month
SIRLS
U-Pick
Strawberries in Aurora.
354-6585
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
nsk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever tor their activities

MASON.
BRICK
Full-time,
benefits.
High school graduate,
four years masonry
work
experience
required. Ability to
read bluepnnts desirable. Must have valid
dnver's license Click
on 'Employment" at
www.murraystate.edu
for additional 'Monne::don Salary $11 01 per
Apply
at.
: -hour.
Human
Resources.
State
- :Murray
.14iiversrly, 404 Sparks
Murray.
KY
: Ball,
• '4 2 0 7 1 - 3 3 1 2
• Women/minorities
'encouraged to apply
M/F/D,
AA
EEO.
employer.
DAY shift and night
shill driver opening.
Must have clean driving record for 3 years
and be dependable
Apply at Pizza Pro 605
C South 12th. No
phone calls please,

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you, Full time and
part

time

petaletris

available.
APO; at,
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

FULL-TIME opening
for experienced security guard in Murray. 1888-482-7386 for interview appointment.
FULL-T1ME custodian
large
Murray
for
Church Duties include
general cleaning and
plus
maintenance
sound system operations for church services Weekend hours,
heavy lifting and backcheck
are
ground
required Sena resume
with references to:
Custodian, PO Box
1040-K, Murray, KY
42071
JANITORIAL opening,
Murray area, full-time
with Penefits. Fax
resume to 270-4440389

• Vanderbilt Co, Inc. • Murray Division offers a competitive compensation and benefit package including health insurance, life insurance, short
and long-term disability insurance, paid vacations and holidays. 401k and
numerous other benefits.
Successfully passing pre-employment testing required. Post offer drug
screen, physical and background check required.

1 Sloane Delivery
I 1
Rest of KY/TN
rParvrer• Bearaast

Up to $125,000•Year General Managemnet
Training Program
For experienced Sales People You'll work for
two years at our Pans, TN location, and then
earn a promotion, with proven ability to General
Management of your own cealership
Top General Managers Make $400,000 Plus
You need at least 3 years of successful sales
experience, and you roust be wtillug to relocate
in two years Please send resume or letter of
interest to: 2650 East Wood St. Paris, TN
38242 or calf Jamie at 731442-4046.

7635/08 TO 5/05/08 KY #0354773
WORMS, TURF, TREES & TOBACCO
Wage $9.13 hr 314 contract guaranteed all
tools, and equip furnished. blousing provided
for those beyond commuting. Transportation
and subsistence pay, after 50% of contract
completed Apply for this pot) at the nearest
Kentucky Office of Employment & Training
Division of Workforce Development Office using
lob order number above, with a copy of this
advertisement.

ADVERTISING SALES
Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Representative.
Sales
Advertising
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing. or Public Relations
preferred, but not required Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
The

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Local Mali

GROUNDSKEEPER
pool, maintenance,
animal caretaker, 30
hours week- dependable seasonal work
with
references. (270)4362798 ask for Lorraine

AN Other Mail
Subscription

3 ose...--$78-50
1 6 me.---,MA 6 Imo....--11196.110
yr.-414LN
1 1 yr.---$1218/4
1
Visa
111/C
Money Order
I Check

INSIDE position, working 4-9. Apply at Pizza
Pro 605 C South 12th
No phone calls please'

Name
I St. Address
:city
Zip

I State
Daytime Ph

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Timex
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 763-1916

a

JB Burkeen
T-4 - US Army

MURRAY

LEDGERS/TIMES

3 years

,

Please apply at the Department ror Employment Services in Mayfield.

1 yr..-.-3118A0

1

Submissions must be received
by Monday., May 19 at 3 p.m.

Your Name:

• Vanderbilt Co.. Inc. - Murray Division is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race, religion. color. sex, age.
natonal ongin or disability.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

atil&TIMES

You can participate by sending a photo of
your active-duty or veteran family member for inclusion in our military salute to
be displayed Monday. May 26th. For
only $10.00 per photo.(one person per
photo)

P.O. Fox 1040• Murray, KY 42071

Paid holidays and vacation. health and dental
plans, salary plus commission. are all part of
an excellent benefit package

Subscribe to the

The Murray Ledger & Times is honoring
soldiers past and present with a salute to
our local military personnel.

Essential Duties and Responsibilities: Responsible for meeting Health &
Safety guidelines as appropriate to lob function, performs analyses of
environmental samples using standard analytical techniques in compliance with the laboratory's Quality Assurance programs and SOPs, performs laboratory tasks that provide quality data and service to our customers. These include: Sample preparation in compliance with laboratory
SOPs, performing chemical analysis using standard techniques, performing data review and calculating data, recording and reporting data and
any unusual test occurrences to the supervisor, perion-ning routine maintenance of instruments, conforming to iab 0A/OC practices, perform other
duties as required.

TEMPORARY AG DiVERSIF1ED CROPS

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7.00PM
only.

MILITARY HONORS

CHEMICAL ANALYST
R.T. Vanderbilt Co., Inc. - Murray Division has an immediate
opening for an entry level Chemical Analyst.
Education: BS/BA degree in Chemistry
Hours: Swing Shift: 7-day operation

MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work No selling.
Immediate full/part
time positions Work
Monday-Friday. $7$16 per-hour Paid
weekly Call 753-9024

PAINTING contracto
S recruiting experienced
professional
oumeymen painters
Must have 4-years pro
fessional
painting
experience. Position
ncludes benefit plan
Health.
including
Retirement & paid
vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer.
PART-TIME
Sales
Assistant. Wed.-Sat
Apply in person at
Heritage Kitchens &
More. 1550 Lowes
Drive

i
I

1
lAddress:

1
1

'
1Daytime Phone:
'Service Member's Name:

i

Branch of Service: _______ I
'Rank.
I
I
'Number of Years Serveda
I.

MIKE Smith is looking
for someone to trans
port our vehicles on a
full-time or nearly fulltime Oasis using a carhauling semi. We are
looking for the right
individual who possesses the following
qualrhes safe,
responsible, emotionally stable, reliable,
and able to self-manage Must have a
CDL and car-hauling
experience. Benefits
include salary plus
bonuses, flexible
schedule, health insurance plan, 401(k), and
an association with a
first-class, award-winning company. Please
email your resume to
glacial0mikesmithitoyotrt corn. or mail your
resume to 3941 Mike
Smith Drive, Paducah.
Ky, 42001, attn. Greg
Poet,
NOW taking applications for all positions
and ail shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
OFFICE
Assistant
needed full-time. Some
bookkeeping and payroll required Please
send resume to PO
Box 1040-B Murray.
KY

AMANDA'S
Horne
Daycare has opening
in her home. Small
daycare at a great
environment
home
Auto bond accepted
Please call 270-2935212 or 270-753-7031.
CLEANING houses. 20
years everience. 270759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
If you would like a
weekly house cleaning, please call me
(270)767-1636
OPENINGS for child
care in my home, college education, 10
years of experience,
excellent references.
(270)227-4962.
WILL set wah elderly in
home, nursing home.
or hospital Will also do
house cleaning 7537129. 210-4173

OTR drivers needed
wages
Competitive
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A COL with
minimum 3 years OTR
Clean
experience
MVR (8001468-6087

WILL se with elderly
and disable° Have references. Call 9702279

small
PART-TIME
mechanic
engine
Apply in person at
Murray
Rental 8
Salim, 200 East Main
St. Murray

LOCAL children's store
oi sale. Please contact (270)559-1123

Part-time Sales
position open
at Thurmond
Insurance &
Investments
762-1030

MOM COMPUTERS
ServtceiSales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

SEEKING experienced
janitorial supervisor,
$11 00/hour start, call
Ron Clark at 270-9570023

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

SONIC of Murray Is
looking for experiRestaurant
enced
Manager Pay rate
will
benefits
and
depend on experisend
ence. Please
resume

to:

Restaurant Manager,
1542 Caldwell Rd,
Murray. KY 42071.

ArlIslie
Perils

Wanted
WORK from home.
Incorporated 500 com
pany. No sales, no
mlm.(270)804-5648.

WEDDING dress from
David's Bridal Size 16,
straps,
Spaghetti
empire waist, new,
never worn, tags still
on. $100.00 227-3915

200 amp service pole
$375 293-2041
32 Sheets of R-8 used
insulation, delivered
873-7902
BOWFLEX ultimate 2
51,000- 293-5662

CUSTOM made twin
bedspread,
size
valance and pillows,
green, burgundy, blue
floral with green and
white stnpe bed skirt
$100 Ceramic grandma and grandpa collection dolls. $100 set.
after
753-2753
6:00pm.

tobacco

treated
wood, 5900. 270-2271106

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray

(PAD APPLIA14( ES

(270) 153-1113

NIC9 2 BR trailer, no
pets 753-9866
320

Bedroom apartment
clean and nice, al
appliances. including
W/D
No
Pets
(270)436-2524 or 2936906.
1 or 2 BR apartments
No pets" Please leave
270-753message
1970

Farniship
CONSEW commercial
sewing machine, like
Serger
new. $475
$125. See at Singers.
For into call 436-5610.

FOR see: 14

BUYING old US Coin
Payirg
collections.
Blue Book value 2936999

LARGE
SELECTION
WARD I LIONS

BRAND new washer
and dryer. 2 year warranty. 1750 or best
offer Call 270-9781410

structures,

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004

KENMORE heavy duty
matching white washe
& dryer, 4 years old,
good condition
$260.00.(270)2939506

Hares For NA
EASY QUALIFY- Do
you own or have
access to land" Zero
down on a new Clayton
FREE
home
APPROVAL 731-5649429.

FOR Sale. 2 lots in
Memorial
Murray
Gardens Pnme location, behind devotional,
cheap Call 270-7535120
FRESH milk COOP.
293-6989
HD ToirwleFons
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HO televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Projection
also. LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers 8, TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

Need furniture?
We sell new & used.

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main
761-7653

Tt actor
900 Ford
52,000. 489-2390
JD 630 Hiboys $3,500.
JD 6000 Hicycles
Tobacco
$7.500
sticks, 15 each. Can
deliver
(502)550-4080

1983 Fairmont 14x70
3-BR 1.5-BA. LR pa
out Riviera Ct 51
753-0250. 703-5804.
1991
Buccanee
16X80, 3 BR, 2 BA
2.53 acres with ou
building. About 10 min
from lake area. 227
8345. 227-8346
1999 Sunshine 16x80.
3I3R. 2-Bali',, vinyl sidNorthern
ing,
Insulated,
nice
(270)489-2525
417 Scenic Acres
()nye. 1,600 sqft, 3 BR.
2-BA, doublewide. All
appliances included.
270-240$57.000.
4834.

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
182 BR apts, 1-year
lease: 1BR $350.00%;
2BR $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts. 753-7559
1BR,low utilities, refernece
&
depdsit
required, No pals
$300 month. 7533949.
2 BR, IBA,
duplex, water
nished, 3mi.
Murray
rent+depotut
1513.

brick
furIrem
SV5
753-

20R Duplex with .
carport. 753-7457
227-3054
2BR duplex, nice,
CIFt/A, appliances furnished. Various loca•
tions. Coleman RE
753-9898
-2BRS 3BR apartments
available. Great ionation 1 year lease: 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
•
3 Si 4 BR townhouses
5630-900 per month
No pets
Includes
washer/dryer
oven/stove, dishwash
er and refrigerator
C/H/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses
(270)348-0458
3.44BR, 2BA available
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA dupkix
C/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898

Ledger & Times
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drise • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
'MD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

A OLINES
Frau&
is
lice 1p.m.

One and Iwo Bedroom Apartment.
('curial Heat and Air
ALcepting Applkation.

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Yard kis

FIRST TIME
YARD SALE
1393 LOCUST
GROVE ROAD
753-0876

VISA

Apartments For Rent

Lithe of everything!

3 BR house, C/H/A 1,
2, & 3 BR Apt. 753
1252, 753-0606, 761
36943 BR, 2 BA all appliances Available now.
Move in free days.
coleman RE 7539898

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
Call 761-7355
WIVIV ICOTher$101111ealty COM

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom;
unfurnished ($345). All
appliances including
washer and dryer.
Available 5/1/08. 7595885 or 293-7085
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone.
492-8721. Mon &
Thurs
10-12am 1 DD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

'keen
Army

ars

NOW LEASING
I, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equar Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

a
a
a

Homo For fde

li.SY QUALIFY- Do
is own or have
:cess to land? Zero
iwn on a new Clayton
me
FREE
DPROVAL 731-58429.
28
11!"1 Rome For Riot

C9 2 BR trailer, no
its. 753-9866

Rantlor
11"---

Bedroom apartment
Ban and nice, al
ipliances. including
/D
No
Pets
70)436-2524 or 293106.

or 2 BR apartments
pets,Please leave
270-753essage
170

OR 2br apts near
eentown
Murray
tieing at $200/mo
6-4109

62 BR apts. 1-year
axe 1BR $350.00e
IA $475.00 Call
amlet North Apts
.3-7559

low utilities, referice
&
depcisit
quired. No pees.
100 month
753149.

BR, IBA.
iplex. water
shed, 3mi.
urray.
ntadeposit.
.13.

brIck
furfrom
$35
753-

111 Duplex with
erport 753-7457
!7-3054

IA duplex, nice,
1-1/A, appliances furshed. Venous locains. Coleman RE
6-9898

IRA 3BR apartments
adable. Great loca,
11
1 year lease; 1
onth deposit, no
its. 753-2905
•

& 4 BR townhouses
130-900 per month
pets
Includes
asherIctryer.
en/stove. dishwashand refrigerator
'H/A. Utilities not
Juded. Meadowlark
own houses
70)348-0458

28A available
IW,
appliances
*amen RE 753-9ege

BR 1.5 BA clOpkix
WA
appliances
email RE 753-9898

SMALL 1BR, non ,
smoking apt. upstairs.
water paid, available
now, no pets
$260/mo. 753-5980

3 BR. 2 BA with hard
wood floors, newly
remodeled. 701 Broad
St. No pets. $500
monthly. 270-293-4602
4 BR, 2 BA. brick,
remodeled,
newly
hardwood floors Close
to MSU. 1655 Ryan
Ave. No pets. $800
monthly. 270-293-4602
60
- 1-LITIFUL
2
washer,
Bedroom,
dryer, central AC,
smoke and pot free,
wood and tile floors
603 Vine St $595/mo.
226-8006
SMALL 2 BR in
Panarama
Shores.
$315 per month e
deposit 978-0742

„I&I.RENTAL.S
MINI-140RAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Corner or 121h. a Gieratiae.
10X10525 10115 $40
(2701436-2524
12701293-6906

CREEK DRIVE
SATURDAY

Teenage boys &
girls clothes bean

SPA CE

etivorrpo

Indoor Mud Stores°
'CILmove Control
v'No Leaser
207 South 7th St.
761-STOlt

1,600 sq ft. office/ retai
space
available.
$650/mo. 293-2098.
52X40 clean-up ih-Cip
w/ office. fenced in
behind shop 293-6430
Commercial Building,
6 0 X 4 0 .
$350moedeposit. 7531513.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905, 2931480
Office space. 800 sq ft.
utilities and garbage
pick-up
included.
$1,300 per month.
270-836-0717.
SHOPS
40'8487.
40840'. gas heat, insulated , 12 ft. walls.
Located 406 Sunbury
CVO'S. Murray. Call
Cartes Black 270-4362935.

misc

GARAGE
SALE
1536
OXFORD
DRIVE
CANTERBURY
SUBDIVISION
OFF OF
S. 16TH ST.
SATURDAY
7:001.2:00
3-FAMILY
YARD SALE
1604 Sunset
Saturday
8:00-2:00pm
Baby clothes &
equipment. recliner, audio books,

DOG Obedience.
436-2858.
REGISTERED 2 male
Miniature Schnauzers.
Last breeding of the
year. Price negotiable.
293-1482.

HUGE
BACKYARD
SALE
1708 MELROSE
SATURDAY
8:00-3:00
Tools. riding &
push mowers.
go-cart, Rafters,
furniture. loads of
misc

2000 RUGBY OR.
FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
7:30-7

end loader & attachments $14,500, Eureka
vacuum cleaner, table saw, tools, stainless
2-door refrigerator, many other items

MULTI PARTY YARD SALE
PULMO DOSE PHARMACY
120 MAX HURT DRIVE OFF OF 641
NORTH ACROSS FROM
SOUTHEASTERN BOOK COMPANY
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00

3 PARTY YARD
SALE
617 BROAD
STREET EXT.
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Car seat, swing
rocker, baby boy
clothes. toys, xrnas
deco. 4 wheeler,
leans, enamelware
and lots more

3-PARTY
YARD SALE
807 VINE ST,
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00

SATURDAY

Treadmill, home
interior decor,

3-FAMILY
YARD SALE
2007
CALUMET WAY
SADDLECREEK
SUBDIVISION
SATURDAY
MAY 17
7:00-12:00
Kid's toys, books
clothes, toddler bed.
fish tank, ir desk
glider

8:00-2:00
MOVING SALE
2511 ST AT 94E
LOT 32

YARD SALE
1231 DOGWOOD
WEST
SATURDAY

7:00-7
Clothes all sizes,
leans (14), dishes,
old records 45
8.781n.. flute,

More & different

trombone, lots of

things added since

misc. items.

City Wide Yard
adult boxers.
227-5166

270-753.5562
MIN(

GET THIS
1 X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH

[

75 3-1 91 6

NION BIAGI
MINI.STORAOI
*Ali Size Units
Available
Now Have
I
Climate Control

753-3153

INDOOR SALE
516 MAIN ST
SATURDAY
8001 00

MOVING Sale
11 Whisper Dr West
Center
Ridge
Subdivision. 94 east to
732, go 9 miles on
right Saturday May
e4th
Hide-a-bed couches,
recliner fiat top stove,
refrigerator BBO grill.
equipment
fishing
& tools Call artytime 436-2822 or 2937247

YARD SALE
OLD PARK
PAVILLION
SAT., MAY 17th
7AM-?
Women clothes sz-0
& small - plus, baby
boy clothes- 0-9 mo
& accessories,
household items,
bean bag chairs &
other children's items

can
YARD SALE
994 Cherry
Corner Rd
Saturday
8:00-7
Furniture, tools,
swimming pool,
canopy, household
items, knick knacks,
linens, afghans,

Ana AM(
762-0505
for pick-up
of your
leftover yard
sale items.

lots of misc.

Our ;Link could be

your treasure

arra F-or Sato

2-PARTY
YARD SALE
HWY 641S, 4 miles
South of Murray
Saturday
6:00-?
Bedding. household
items, girls clothing.
toys, bicycles.
sleeping bags,
old record player,
chnitmas, many
more treasures
COLLECTABLE
SALE
641 SOUTH TO
MIDWAY RIGHT ON
1626 WEST
SATURDAY
6:00-2:00
Sport cards assorted
packs of cards.
Nascar, wrestling
figures. autographed
cards. Fisher Pnce
toys computer items,
iron skillets lots of
misc items

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

2 PARTY
MOVING SALE
94 EAST TO 280
1 MILE TO
SCENIC DRIVE
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Movies, antiques,
dishes, clothes,
furniture and
more

YARD SALE
429
Wells Purdom
Almo, KY
Saturday
7:00AM
Adult women's
clothes, boys &
girls 0-24 months,
household items

20 acres for sate by
owner One mile north
of
campus.
7592279057(home)
0921(cell)
RESIDENTIAL building
lots for sale. Sunset
Blvd., Loch Lomond
and
Williams
St.
(731)642-4161. 8:00400

3,70
Living

If I
Woodgate.SubdlyIston
4 BedrOOms 3.511atlis

1/2 acre lot, deluxe kitchen, large rooms,
surround sound in GR and Bonus Room,
Pella windows, security system, ventless
gas logs, central vacuum system

OWNER SAYS SELL

Foul.
REDUCED
3AC..
SARATOGA FARMS,
back
right corner.
White fence in front
270-519-2290

1984
650
Honda
Nighthawk, 50 mpg,
low
mileage, runs
good. new battery,
good tires, $1,000 firm.
293-4657.

AUCTION AUCTION
AUCTION
Convenient Mart

rink.

Fab

GREAT cattle/horse
farm w/creek bottom,
op quality land, small
wooded area. Fenced
w/great pasture, year
around water, 50,000
bushel bin %a/drying
floor. Aoundant wildlife
w/exceaent potential
for trophy buck. Great
building site Blacktop
frontage approximately
5-miles east of Hazei,
KY. Additional acreage
available $270.000
(318)773-8406

1637 Miller Street
Murray, KY, Brick 3 BR,
2 1/2 BA, sunroom,
detached
garage,
remodeled in 2002 lots
of storage space, wired
with CAT 5 wire for
high speed Internet
and networking connections, 2 blocks to
MSU campus. 270559-4071.
A hams.
3 BR, i-bblock from Murray
State
campus
Recently remodeleo,
1,400 sq ft hardwood
floors, double driveways
$82.500
(502)387-6054
FOR Sale by owner,
BR. 1 BA. near parts,
gas fee place, wood
floors, alarm, fenced
yard 761-2827
I \f N II 1)1 S I I
1)1 111 RI 1.11 1 '

books & more.

Sale. 2 femaie
1850 St Rt 121S
Murray. KY 42071

State law• turbid 4.11,
1rtmtnalbon
Hi Ow sale rental or adverteang
aA real estate based rot lactors in
additne to do, prattled
under tederal law
We will knowingly accept ens
verti,ini4 tor reef estate whoh
is not ii i,r,leiion,,i the law All
persons are herebt informed
that all dwellings eivertised are
...stable on an equal opportu•
any basu
For turther assotante wall Fair
Housing Advertising require'
nerds, vontad NA*(°onset
Rene I' Milan, Tin Mai ono

Children's and adult clothing,

Christmas items,
home decor, Oct

SATURDAY

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

85hp evinrude boat & trailer $1,700.
Montana diesel tractor, 38 hp with front

baby items toys and more.

kids games, toys,
Horse boarding pas
tura or stall or both
$125 a month. Located
in Almo area. 270-7594994. 270-293-73t5.

Check us out.

119 E. Main
(2701 753-6266
Coll (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. -4 p.m. M-F

MOVING SALE
515 Saddle Lane,
New Concord
Fri, Sat & Sun
436-5396

household items, furniture,

everyone, dishes,

PURYEAR, TN

PROPANE

Clothes- women & men, 6x girls clothes,
household items, books & lawnmowers

shoes, clothing,

114 STOKES

G&C
STORAGE and

YARD SALE
RAIN OR SHINE
FRIDAY 7:00-6:00
SATURDAY 7:00-2:00
Located 8 miles North of Murray.
Turn left at TPD Trailer sales
onto Charley Miller Rd.
1 1/2 miles, turn left at second
cross roads. 1st house on right

Lots of clothes for

YARD SALE

All alarm to
III your needs
Located by
Froggy radio station

size 12-18, buckets.

glassware, misc

GARAGE SALE

MULTI FAMILY

Nlimelorage

storage cabinet, lots of Clothes

Open House
605 Kingsway Court
Sunday, May 18th 1:30-3:30 p.m.

bag chair, lots of
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

PURYEAR DAY

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

YARD SALE
1526 SPRING

7:00-10:00
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

Murray Ledger & fl..w fall
140oraing 50 Notice
MAI rotate .hertoreet )errin
subott tri thr hoarse lair
liourang Art which mai, it
illegai ad,ertor an, peeler
en, limitation in Joann,.
torn bawd ,n1 rev rotor in,
won re, handirap ieiniiel,ie
Ws in national origin or intern
ton to make am surf-, prefer
envy, Imitate.. Of dor Imo.
All

Dorm size ref ngerator, treadmill,
SATURDAY
large metal storage cabinet, wooden

Apartment for rent.
$400 per month. No
pets 270-227-3812.

IRS

YARD SALE
Take new hwy 80 to 464,
turn left on 464, follow signs
Friday 12-6
Saturday 7am-6pm

FRIDAY AND

9:00-4:00

Wed.lp.m.
Pull a.m.
-111ur.(pftt

rida%, Nlas Ih, 21108 • ell

I IT

\ I

IMMEDIATE
POSSESION
MINI Farm can be snlit
2,4 or 8 acres 3BR all
with walk en closets, 2
full bath, garden tub,
eat in kitchen w/ breakfast bar, all kitchen
appliances, pantry, utility room, well built
deluxe home, cove
moldings, extra insulacarpet.
tion,
new
allowance pick out
your style and color,
good tested well. 25
fruit and nut trees. new
barn. Just south of
Murray
1203 Tom
Taylor Trail 270-2270860 Open House by
appointment.
MURRAY real estate
licensing class Four
weekends
June
( 2 70 I 2 2 3 - 0 7 8 9
deloiseadams et yahoo
corn

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
In Rivet-field
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872
REDUCED!
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp
$248.500.00.
Call
753-2905 or 293-8595
TWO bedroom 1 bath
each side. freshly
remodeled„ one side
has double carport.
Great location.
$141.900.00. Call for
further information.
753-2905 or 293-8595.

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starfing at 520
mouhted

Call 753-5606
utility mown
01 Lexus RX 300
02 Liberty 4X4
04 Nissan Sentra
97 4-Runner
04 Chevy Blazer
04 Rendezvous CXL
00 Lariat 4X4
00 Montana Van
02 Grand Prix GT
02 Taurus SEL
99 Chevy Z71
C&K Motors
270 705-5973
www.ckmotorsky.com

Wednesday, May 21st, 2008
at 4:00 p.m.
Rare Business opportunity and real
estate. Great location on 94 East on
your way to Kentucky Lake!
Real Estate is sold "as is- 1014 Buyers premium will be added to the final hid and is part of
the contract price. (Due day of sale and minrefundable!. 10% down on real estate and balance due in 30 days. Cash or bank letter a must
All announcements day of sale take precedence
over any other.

Auction on site.
Time to Buy!Interest rates Low!

Campbell
Auction &
Real Estate
"Auctions With CARE"
112 N. 12th Street • Murray, KY 42071

For Sale 95 Camaro.
V6, new tires. $2,850
Call 489-2390.

270-753-9090
Jim Tate Jr. Auctioneer Lie. NP111136
Barbara Campbell- Broker Lit. #57665

2003 Mamma, 3.5 L.
loaded. 35.000mi. 7535731
2005 Buick Lacross. 4
DR,
ice
blue.
40,130mr, all the goodies,
extra
sharp.
$9,500 060. 270-2104016.
96 Mazda MX-6, 138k
miles, $2.500 obo. Call
270-210-4431
1995 Buick Century, 4door. very good condition, $1,200 Call 4354694.
92 Nissan Stanza,
white.
180.000mr.,
runs great. $450 obo.
Tim Becker 270-9780806. 270-382-2028.
81 Triumph Spitfire,
good body. new top,
also hard top, new
parts, motor basket.
270-492-6322. 270873-9436.
Yea
03 Ford Winstar, 7ps
van, dual heat/ac.
58Kmiles, $6.500. 270873-2323.

For
Sale1996
Chevrolet
Siverado
extended cab
V8,
$3.800 obo. 2000 Ford
F-250 V8 gas with bed
cover, $8,000 4892390.
2005 Chevrolet pickup. 20,700 miles, red,
like new, carport kept.
752-0227 after 8:00pm
99 Ford Ranger super
cab. 4 DR 82K miles.
loaded sharp $6.800
obo. 978-1548

1999 Viking pop-up
12' box, aic, bath wi
shower. stove, refrigerator, king, queen and
double beds. 2936959.
fiffeets &

530
'Offered
98 Crown Line /92BR,
4 liters, 6 cylinders
270-556-4698.
1990 Bass Boat, 3 new
Interstate
batteries,
12/24
Volt trolling
motor. on board battery
charger. 3 depth finders,
extra
clean.
$5,900. 293-7397.
87 Glastron 16' ski
boat, 88 HP Evinrude
with low hours, garage
kept.
in
excellent
shape, economical fun.
270-210-4219.

s.1
!AWN StKVI(E
Mowing Mann r wing
•
tandsi.aping &
I eal Vac uuniing
smovt.n bon guarantee.
75:1-1816 .227-061
YOUR AD'
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 75 3-1916
227-8575
Dirt Cheap Lawn Care
Free est Mowing, gutter cleaning, bush trimming, and more

Hill Electril
Since 1985
24 noun seems
Res . Com & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
THREE OAKS
LAWN 6.
LANDSCAPE
r EARS EXPERIENCE
FREE ESTIMATES
LICENSED & INSURED
(270)436-2320
=436-2867 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
insured.

17' Cheetah runabout
130HP inboard. grea
Ski boat, new trailer
$3,800 761-4390

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
iunk & tree work.

2005 Polar Craft 15 ft
Jon Fully rigged 2005
Mercury 40 HP, 4
Stroke EFI. $7.800.
436-6126.

Al Joe's Mower repair.
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray 436-2867

2002, 1648 War Eagle
with 18 HP Evinrude
with electric start
$2,500. 226-1026.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARES
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

ALL Carpentry
Remodeling additions,
decks, home & mobile
home repair, water &
termite damage, tile &
hardwood floors 30
yrs exp. Larry Nimmo
753-2353 753-0353

tS1'11 kr!.
Nlitchcil Bros.
Pa% 11114
"50-050 I
"zet_ 1 53"

BRANDON'S Outdoor
SedinCe
Mowing, yard cleanup, shrubs, bush hogging, tilling, mulch,
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
after 6:00 (270)4365277
NADEAU'S
Construction
-Flooring •Decks
*Vinyl siding -All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstruction not
DNJ HANDYMAN
Call us or all your
repair needs Specializing in decks
& painting
293-5438
DRIVER
will back
boats into lake this
summer. Contact Bill
489-2521

FREE
ir I
Scrap Appliances Old Well&
Mete Storm Windows A Sours
Scrap Metal Mowed ft Tillers
tarn, Iii merit Car Batted.

270293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

II \I
s

I
\(..I \II \ I

• weekly & pecial pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783

293-2784

CLASSIFIEDS

611 • Friday. May 16, 2008

Murray Ledger & Times

Mimma Olean

tee Oland

AHART'S
GRAVEL & SAND

MORETON ELECTRIC & ALARM

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting
Commercial /Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

SM.* avid Camas *Naos t.
Pk* Mem Inspection
1111

sodden'ConstnKtioMlapir
Pad Response service 114/7

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
I
2.

ittrieaso

3301 St. Rt 121N.

-

.loy Knight
0.293004,-I

JOE'S 10135

chingles

Tree
r
YEARR-Y'§
Service Free esti436metes Phone
2562 227-0267

metal

roofing Daniel Troyer
(270)804-8884

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

•Guaranteed professional & reliable service
•Insured
•Competitive & reasonable vicing

Fr•drick
Plumbing Inc.
'E In•rgioncy
PlumbIng
voce
•A•mod•I
•14•.• construclion
IlA•st•r Plumb.,
.c•n••. & Insur•d
(270)1/11.111110

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Daniagod 1100,'.
Braces & Floor Jowls
Remodeling 8 Plumbing

[

Dewd Geeenore, Owner
Wilt Do Insurance Work
VIII & lawlerCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Free to good home,
male or female black
lab puppies. 6 months
old 293-6305
FREE: Orange kitten to
a good home 4149880

Iscosellies Blear
cannot do a project or event
changes
Welcome
alone.

Tonight: Say yes
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Others dominate, and
you feel that is OK. Knowing
when to put A halt to a problem
could be important You might
not be able to stop the project
but you can extricate yourself
from the process. Someone
might let you know how angry he
or she Is. Tonight: Go with a sug-

gestion.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You make a point of doing
something in a particular manner. Your ability to move a project forward or do something differently might be important to a
partner. Right now, let this person ask. You will be happier
Tonight: Easy works.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your creativity flourishes under pressure. You enjoy
what many cannot. Let humor,
fun and happiness punctuate

ARIES(March 21-Apr11 19)

your day. A relationship warms
up because of your enthusiasm
and understanding, Tonight: Let
the fun continue.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You want to understand

Working with others
always takes talent. no 'natter

what motivates others Primary
to this process is understanding

how good you are at it. You
might want to mobilize another's

what makes you tick You could
become argumentative out of the
blue. Be smart. Walk away from

support You discover that you

Residential Construction of
New Homes,Additions & Remodeling

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336 5288

NIPIBSC01111
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Saturday, May 17, 2008:
You might want to take the lead
an be a star more often this
year. Others might be unusually
strong-willed. and you could be
hard-pressed to accept that dominance in your life. Learn to
make your own calls and be who
you want to be. Your personal
life evolves and becomes even
more important than in the past.
You will not be able to resist taking a stand on family and
domestic matters. If you don't
get what you want, the scene
could be the Clash of the Titans)
If you are single, many people
come toward you. Someone
quite unusual could walk into
your life. If you are attached, a
trip or a new venture becomes
unusually important. SCORPIO
can be challenging.

using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and compa,
mentioned
nies
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times,• nor arty of tts
employees accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities

Owner / Contractor • Luke Rickman

Homo 759-4704
Cell 979-2391
Licensed & Insured

TAO YEA'S
Construction
Pole
barns

•Metal Roots-Guranteed
•Residental Home
Builders
•Remockreng
•Floonng- Flock Joist
•Decks
*Vinyl Siding
Alnook, improvements
We do 4 OW

Mitch knight
2 70 227 0901,

'
Care
Lawn
J&D
Mowing and tnmming
Free estimates. 270
759-4994. 270-2937315

1,."

„told &told) to

753-8007

PLUMB & LEVEL
CONSTRUCTION

mowing,
LAWN
mulching, landscaping. garden titling.
293-5662

Readers

Occur

270-752-0313

753-9899 or 293-5914

) 1 Viso*

& N lawn Servite

1,111,1„,

CONSTRUCTION INC

We sell & deliver red gravel, pea
gravel, large wash rock, dirt and
sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a
right on Hopkins Rd

Call for• Free Estimier

THE Murray Ledge
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do

RICKMAN

a hot problem. Tonight: Easy

Tonight: Vanish quickly.

does it.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** If you're wise, you will

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might be more serious than your norm. Relax and I
join a friend or two who extend

notice your building anger and
decide to express it not as rage
or frustration but as hurt. The
sooner you express these fragile
feelings, the better off you (and
others) will be. Let your creativity sleuth through a problem
'ionight. Share your thoughts.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Take your time making a
money decision. Someone might
be pushing yuu very hard. You
can take charge of a situation
only after you understand the different options Stay focused on
the long-term goal. Tonight: Your
treat.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might be all smiles
while handling an aggravating
individual. You also might move
away from this person A discussion is animated and important.
A positive approach goes tar. Try
it. Tonight The world is ynur oyster.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-D•c.
21)
*** Slow down You might
need some private time to deal
with a child or loved one. Others
demand youi presence. whether
you are ready or not Be willing
to act on a problem rather than
ignore it Take an overview

an invitation. You can't say no
any longer Deal with someone
directly on a one-on-one level to
achieve the results you desire
Tonight. Where the party is

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Look toward a public
appearance If someone you
care about is contentious, know
that it is for a good reason. Work
with a partner if he or she is open
enough You are vested in a certain outcome. This attitude could
be a problem. Know when to let
go Tonight: A must appearance.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Hop in the car and take
a day off to relax. Where you
explore, of course, is your decision. Refresh your energy and
recharge your mind in a different
Understanding
environment.
grows between you and a key
person Tonight: Let your imagination make the call.

Photo provided

READING, WRITING AND RAINBOWS: 6-year-old Jonah
Wiggins, the son of Matt and Leanna Wiggins of Murray, is
shown at left after winning first place in the kindergarten category for his story "Brown Pelican's Adventure." Jonah is
BORN TODAY
receiving a certificate of achievement from Beth Spezia, outAmerican Revolution hero Seth
coordinator at WSIU Public Broadcasting, at the awards
reach
physician
(1743),
Warner
ceremony at Cedarhurst Center for the Arts in Mt. Vernon, III.
Edward Jenner (1749)
He also received a Reading Rainbow backpack containing
***
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the Reading Rainbow DVDs, books, CDs, a t-shirt, and other
Internet at http://www.facqua- prizes.
Unoblgar.com.
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NOW BUYING
GOLD, SCRAP GOLD & SILVER COMS

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
.FROM 10:00am UNTIL 4:00pm

